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EditoralNotes.

8. any boys ; I can hardly catch sight
of a single boy even in a church
filled with people." And the editor
adds:?

" It may be said that the boys are in
the Sunday-school. That is true in some
places, and there are no doubt Sundayschools where the children are taught to
tion rates to subscribers.
fear
ami love God ami to say their
canvassers
earn
intelligent
Smart,
easily eighteen and twenty dollars a week prayers; but when boys come to be fourteen or fifteen years old they do not, as a
canvassing for the Review.
general thing, attend Sunday-school
so
recomstrongly
When the clergy
boys in wealthy
mend the REVIEW to the people you need (especially if they are
matter of ocular
and
it
is
a
families),
only show the paper and everybody will
demonstration that they do not come to
take it.
church."
Not one respectable family, Protestant
Observe that this is said especially
or Catholic, in your neighborhood will
of
the sons of wealthy parents who
like
paper
refuse two dollars a year for a
have the most leisure and cultivation ;
the Review.
The wide-awake, intelligent and liberal that is, the best facilities for giving
the home training which the theory
Protestant business men in every community not only take the REVIEW, but in supposes. At this moment conies
many cases canvass for it. Among other the news of a London minister who
features its weekly total abstinence page has established a '?children's church
"
strongly commends it to these shrewd especially lor young children between
business men.
live and fourteen. The
Home and
Don't be idle. Get a letter from your
pastor recommending you, and we will .Sunday-school " theory is hopelessly
breaking down, as it was plainly foresend you a complete outlit free.
TiiuouGiioL r the country the reverend
clergy who are interested in the Rev lit W
are authorized to give reduced subscrip-

"

" Home and Sunday-School"

Theory.

Many parents, who wish their children brought up as Christians with
positive religious training, have been
led by piolcsaedly Christian editor*,
to adopt the theory that such instruction should not be given in the
schools, but can be and is abundantly supplied in the Sunday-school
and the home. The annual report
of the school cominitte of the city of
Cambridge, Mass., prepaied by the
superintendent of schools, who certainly speaks from experience, says,
for many of our children the
training of the school is the only
training they will ever have in the
love of truth and justice, of courtesy
and kindness, or even in the love of
country." What becomes of the
Home and Sunday-school" theory
here ?

'' .

..

"

Its Practical

Outcome,

The theory was always absurd.

Sunday-school is but an hour a week,
and the average home sees but little
of its children compared to what the
school sees of them, while the average parent lacks perhaps the time,
the inclination or the fitness (or
maybe all thiee), to give the child
that steady, intelligent, authoritative
and unceasing training and instinction, line upon line, precept upon precept, which is moat essential just at
the time when it leaves its mother's
side for the scLooboom and its influences. Only a week or two ago the
leading Episcopalian journal of the
countiy quoted the declaration of one
of its own leading cleigymen who
visits all parts of the laud, and who
1 look out upon a different
says:
congregation almost every Sunday;
I see many encouraging signs of
devotion and zeal; but I don't see
??
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docmed to do. When this breakdown becomes clearly undeniable
perhaps the professedly Christian
editors will suggest to disappointed
and anxious Protestant parents the
formation of a " children.'s church"
where they may receive the training
which they cannot have in the schools
for fear that Catholic children will
receive iustiuction in their religion
for with sorrow and shame be it said,
this is beyond doubt or denial the
unworthy motive to which the Protestant Christian people of our country are sacrificing the daily Christian
training of their children.

:

A Friendly Warning.
The Christian Register has laid us
under no special obligation of kindness or even of courtesy, and yet we
are quite willing to do it a good turn
when occasion otters. And so we
otter it a friendly "pointer' about
'?Father" Knowles. The lieijister
has been misled into opening its
columns to that absurd person, and
gravely discusses the status of the
Old Catholic Church in this country,
Mr. Knowles' ordination, the conditions upon which he will rigidly insist
in his negotiations with the Pope and
his delegate, and the prospect of his
being "' consecrated' by somebody
or other before long. This is so
funny that we are sacrificing much
for ourselves and others inhelping to
put an end to it; but as a matter of
pure good nature we must inform the
Tieyister that Mr. Knowles is not important. He is simply an amiable
gentleman with a love for notoriety
and a habit of advertising himself in
every paper to which he can gain admiesion. There is reason to believe
that he takes himself and the Old
Catholic Chuich seriously, but in this
he has few associates. \ uatte or-

dained him, apparently, on very reasonable terms, but his price for making him a bishop was too high for
Knowles, who apparently, though
rich and anxious to be a prelate, is
still thrifty. Three thousand dollars
does not strike us as very high for a
bishopric, with jurisdiction over six
priests, a private chapel in Sutton,
Mass., and a ready-made schism all
thrown in. Still, Mr. Knowles has
his rights and if he thought the price
unreasonable he was quite right to
refuse to buy. There is still time
for the Jleyister to retreat, though
experience teaches that columns once
opened to Mr. Knowles are with difficulty closed to him thereafter.

for denouncing it, and that he confided his vexation to the correspondent, is as " cheeky " a performance
as the whole history of modern journalism can show.
If we knew the name and address
of the man who set lire to an orphan
asylum in Ottawa last week, from
which 300 children were with ditliculty rescued by the Sisters, one of
whom was seriously injured by jumping from a window, we would send
them to the A. P. A. for its medal
and reward of merit.

Now there are reports that the
Pope has granted a divorce to the
Countess Fleury, so again it must be
said that the Pope does not and canCoxey, and the French Revolution.
not grant divorces. He has declared
writes
correspondent
An esteemed
that the marriage in question was
the
French
Revus pointing out that
never a real and valid one, because
the
of
force
sending
olution began with
was used ; a reason which holds
deputations to Paris, the capital city, good in civil law as well.
with complaints and remonstrances
One of our exchanges gravely
on the part of the people, and sees speaks
of the Old Catholic body in
an analogy between this fact and the this country as arrayed against the
march of Coxey's "army" upon Roman Church." There is an old
Washington. There is no parity in iable which says that a fly lit on the
the situations. The French people horn of a bull and asked the bull's
had been suffering for many years pardon for thus burdening him, but
under a grinding and heartless tyr- the bull politely assured him that he
anny, at the hands of a so-called su- had not known or suspected that h,.
perior class, who took almost all the was there.
products of their labors and industry
The Transcript asks, " Do not a
in the form of taxes, denied them
certain
very notorious seciet order
justice, and generally " walked
religionists delend
of
semi-poiitical
over " them and despised and laughed
the
most
monstrous
practices on the
at them. There is nothing like such
of
evil
that good may
plea
doing
a state of things in this country.
comer" 'Ihe desciiption heie, "a
Coxey's men are not a deputation; secret order of semi-political religionnobody sends them; they do not ists," is a little obscure, but the alrepresent anybody. No one is op- lusion is plainly to the A. P. A.,
pressing them. According to our which well deserves the rebuke.
American standards they are themA subscribes in North Andover,
selves the superior class, because Mass., writing us and renewing his
they do not have to woik lor a living. subscription, says
" Please send me,
They have steadily refused all offers for my little boy, the badge and
of woik while on their way to WashManual of the League of Little Deington to " appeal" to the Govern- tenders of the Holy Name. Cathment, against no one knows what. olics ought to be glad to have the
There is still a long way between us chance to subscribe lor a paper like
the Sacked Heai;i Review which so
and the French Revolution.
ably represents our religion."
??

:

The Methodist conference in Maine
took what it called strong ground in
favor of the sanctity ol the marriage
lelatiou, and resolved against divorce
"except on Scriptural grounds."
They are Bible Christians, but probably read a well known text somewhat as lollows : "What God bath
joined together let no man put asAlluding to Mr. Bonaparte's adsunder
except for reasons which
dress to the Catholic Club of Harvard seem to us weighty.
a Piotestant paper says, "Mr.
A Spanish paper proposes to take
Bonaparte is a good citizenand hence
all the anarchists to some far-off
a good Catholic." This puts the cart
island and let them live together and
before the horse with a vengeance.
carry out their theories. Certainly :
As well say. "he is a good man, and
by all means. And send with tin in,
hence a good Christian."
or to a neighboring isle, the people
The attempt to advertise Zola's who think the banjo a musical nistiuthose unlortuuate eletiresome and repulsive story by meut, and
mented ones who fancy that there
printing a despatch in the papers can be religion without dogma,
which are running it, to the effect and but the lsiuhus will all be full
that the lope is angry at the Jesuits long beloie our list is complete.
The despatch from Lewiston, Me.,
that a clairvoyant has declared to a
Mr. Chace that he is heir to an estate of 50,000,000 was hardly worth
while. Any clairvoyant will do as
much for any client at the usual
small fee.

'

?

?
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ITEMS OF INTEREST TO CATHOLIC
READERS.
THE MOSAIC STORY OF CREATION.

In the latest issue of the American
Ecclesiastical Review, the Rev. J. A.
Zahm of Notre Dame University,
whose lectures at the Catholic Summer School last season on the same
topic proved so interesting, has an
able and instructive paper on The
"
Mosaic Haxaemeron in the Light of
Exegesis and Modern Science."
Father Zahm contends that while
there may be some things in the
Mosaic account of the creationwhich
have not up to the present time received a satisfactory explanation,
there is uothiug therein that involves
any contradiction of scientific revelations, still less anything that can be
pronounced an absurdity. In comparison with all other accounts of the
creation, he insists that the Mosaic
story is far in advance of them, and
he adds that while science may have
so far failed to explain some of the
statements contained in it, it has
not succeeded in gainsaying the truth
of any of them. He reviews, briefly
but comprehensively", the other leading cosmogonies of the ancient world,
and asserts that Hindu philosophy
never rose to the true conception of
one God; that the Assyrian and
Babylonian cosmogonies, with those
of India and Mesopotamia, are full
of extravagant and absurd theories,
and that polytheism pervaded the
Grecian and Roman systems. In the
Mosaic story, on the other hand, the
true nature of the divine Creator is
declared plainly and unequivocally;
the errors of other cosmogonies are
shown to be such, and condemned,
and the spirit of revelation exhibits
itself in every line.
9
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Father Zahm goes on to state the
principal questions which modern
science and the higher criticism are
in the habit of asking concerning the
inspiration of Genesis ; whether, for
instance, that inspiration be verbal
or extended only to the subject-matter of the text; whether it includes
all the narrative or embraces only
objects of faith and morals ; whether
Moses did or did not make use of
the traditions that were the common
property of all western Asian people,
and, in case he did so, whether inspiration enabled him to discard the
polytheism and other errors in "which
those traditions abounded, and to
"convert a narrative replete with the
grossest natural notions into a compendium of moral and dogmatic verities of the most exalted spiritual
character." The learned priestly
scientist avers that it is wholly immaterial in which way such inquiries
as these are answered, for be the response to them in the affirmative or
the negative, the fact remains that
the Mosaic account is far above all
other traditions and theories of creation, and it is the only one of all the
cosmogonies of the ancient world

which "has withstood the onslaughts
of flippant sceptics and blatant rationalists, because it alone has fully
satisfied the demands of the intellect
and the aspirations of the soul."
Readers of these columns will remember that practicall}' the same verdict
was passed upon the Mosaic Hexal-meron by a non-Catholic writer, Sir
Edward Strachey, in his latest magazine contribution, on which comment
was made by the Review a fewweeks since. Father Zahm, in further proof of the superiority of the
Mosaic story, declares that what
pagan philosophy ever failed to do,
what modern science is, of itself, in.
competent to achieve, the author of
Genesis has realized in his simple,
yet magnificent, portrayal of God as
Deuin iinu'ni, Deum omnijiotentem,
Deum Creatorem omnium visibilium
et invisibilium."

"

"

ENGLAND'S FIRST CHRISTIAN POETS.

In the current issue of the Atlantic
Monthly, Mr. Richard Barton, whose
theme is the " Nature of Old English Poetry," has much to say of
Caedmon anil Cyuewulf, whom he
styles the first Christian poets of
England, and whose verse, he adds,
cannot be overlooked by the critic
who searches for esthetic pleasure.
The first English poetry he describes
as heathen and hopeless, lacking the
sublimity of inspiration and joy
which came to it with the dawn of
Christianity in the land, which
changed not only its tone, but also
its subject matter, moving Caedmon
to make metrical paraphrases of the
Old Testament, and impelling Cyuewulf to put into narrative verse of
epic dignity and scope the mediaeval
Christian legends. Of one passage
in one of the former poet's productions, he says that it
" could not
have been written until Augustine in
the south, and the Irish in the north,
had spoken of Christ to English
folk," and he asserts that both
Caedmon and Cynewulf must be
associated with ecclesiastical culture,
which gave them their inspiration
and taught them how to clothe their
ideas with poetic graces. He proclaims these early English Christian
singers the '' true successors of the
harpers whose names and letters are
lost in the archaic twilight of time,"
declares that albeit their subjects
were religious themes, "passage
after passage can be quoted which
rivals the heathen song in its epic
lilt and predilection for the martial
and heroic," and insists that the
verse of these two Christian poets
sufficiently contradicts the assertion,
sometimes made, that the introduction of Christianity into England
marked the destruction of the productive power of epic poetry.

not a few excellencies, which one
looks for in vain in the improved
schools of the present day, with their
graded classes and their mechanical
methods, which pay no attention
whatever to the abilities or shortcomings of individual pupils, but regard each graded class simply as so
many scholars who must be made to
go through a marked course of studies, intelligently, if possible, but if
not, mechanically.
This writer
passes a severe, but by no means an
unwarranted, verdict on the modern
State schools when he says that
" there is no intelligentcollege president of today who would not rather
have to do with a rough-finished,
sturdy lad who had stumbled up
somehow by his own wit and energy
in the irregular give and take of a
country academy, than with a youth
of equal natural parts who has been
taught to rely upon the machine to
give him what he is to have." He
also mentions as an evidence of the
failure of the mechanical educational
system that prevails today in the
State schools to such great extent,
the fact that all reforms that are being instituted here and there are in
line with a return to the old system
and to the more rational methods of
former days.
ITALY'S PRESENT PLIGHT.

The present condition of things in

Italy, which bodes anything but good
to the Government of that unhappy
land, seems to be a favorite subject

with inagazinists these days, and in
this number of the Atlantic, Mr. W.
R. Thayer gives the reader his views
of some of the causes which have
brought about the crisis wherewith
Italy is now threatened. Mr. Thayer
is unquestionably right in his assertion that the triple alliance, entailing
upon Italy burdens which her people
are incapableof supporting, is largely
to blame for her present deplorable
condition. He is likewise correct in
attributing to Premier Crispi the
folly which induced Italy to participate in the alliance and which insists
upon her remaining a party thereto
when it is plain to all that she is
more injured than benefited thereby.
He has some badly mistaken notions
about the Holy See, the temporal
power of the Pope and the way in
which the presence of the Government in Rome is regarded by the inhabitants of that city. He is at fault,
too, in his conception of the nature
of the contest which Bismarck, as
German chancellor, waged with the
Church; but the correctness of his
assertion that Italy at the present
time stands badly in need of a statesman to shape her policy, cannot be
questioned; neither can the truth of
his declaration that the Italian people
need somebody to recall them to their
senses,
and show them the folly of
MECHANICAL EDUCATIONAL METHODS.
remaining a party to an alliance
A member of the "Contributors'
which burdens them with the mainClub " of this same magazine undertenance of twice as many conscripts
takes a defence of the old country
as Italy ever had of priests and
schoolhouse of former times and the
friars.
methods which obtained therein. He
is not blind to the fact that those
THE MONT DE PIETE.
primitive schools had their defects,
Writing in the current Cosmopolbut he also claims that they possessed itan, Mr. E. R. Spearman gives an

interesting description of a Parisian
mont-de-pie'te, or loan office, and the
advantages which the poor derive
from not being forced to apply, in
times of urgent distress, to private
pawnbrokers for assistance. The
credit of instituting the- mont-depie'te, which by the way, some benevolent Protestants are endeavoring
with seeming success, to copy in
New York, is attributed to the Catholic Church; and the significant assertion is made that " only the English-speaking races of Christendom
allow private pawnbroking, and this
license to Shylock's cult is marvelled
at in lands where the mont-de-pie'te
is in vogue." Albeit the mont-depiete bears a French name, the institution itself is of Italian origin, and
was brought into existence by the influence of the Church which was
eager to protect the poor against the
rapacious demands of usurious
money-lenders. In France it has
been in existence but a little more
than a century, whereas in Italy it
dates back to mediaeval times. Commenting on the fact that it is only in
Protestant lands that the mont-depiete', whose beneficent operations
are admitted by all acquainted with
its workings, is not found, Mr.
Spearman makes the inquiry of a
French writer his own, and asks
whether in those lands it is fear of
going Roinanwards that has left to
private industries the right to loan
money on pledges, a right that is at
times so shamefully abused that one
Protestant church in this country has
out of its sympathy with the poor,
started what may in one sense be
called the first-American mont-depie'te.
ALONG THE NORWEGIAN COAST.

In the April Scribner's, Mr. Rasmus B. Anderson writes entertainingly of"A Winter Journey up the
Coast of Norway," but makes one
statement which cannot be allowed to
pass uncontradicted. He asserts
that the Lapps were first converted
to Christianity in the seventeenth
century by the Lutheran preacher,
Thomas Yon Western. The facts in
this case are that Lapland was evangelized eight centuries before that
date, when Saxon missionariesundertook the conversion of Scandinavia,
and succeeded in winning the whole
population to the true faith. Saints
Ansgar, Sigfrid, Roduard, David,
with other missionaries, preached
Christ to all the Scandinavian provinces ages before Lutheranism came
into existence; and in the life of St.
Henry, the Archbishop of Upsal, in
the twelfth century, special mention
is made of the fact that he visited
Finland and Lapland in his apostolical zeal. Mi. Anderson has committed the mistake of imagining that
Christianity was unknown in northern Europe until Lutheranism, by
very disreputable methods, gained a
foothold in those countries. He unwittingly animadverts very vividly
upon Lutheranism and its lack of
zeal when he admits that not for
years after it had gained control of
Scandinavia did it pay any attention
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the Lapps, who were left without
religious instructors until Yon Western went to them in the seventeenth
century, and, after his death, were
again left unprovided by Lutheranism
to

until 1824, when another missionary
undertook their evangelization. The
progress which Catholicism has of
late years made in Scandinavia inspires the hope that before long the
Lapps will be won back to the faith
which they learned from the. Saxon
missionaries over a thousand years
ago-

Catholic issions.
M
FIRST WORK OF THE CHURCH ON
THIS CONTINENT.
SPANISH PIONEER MISSIONARIES.

[By Charles F. Lummis: concluded
last week.

from

of the stone deity looked down upon
a cylindrical stone which had a bowllike cavity in the top, the altar, or
sacrificial stone. This was generally
carved also, and sometimes with remarkable skill and detail. The famous so-called "Aztec Calendar
Stone " in the National Museum of
Mexico, which once gave rise to so
many wild speculations, is merely
one of these sacrificial altars, dating
from before Columbus. It is a wonderful piece of Indian stone carving.
?

A

GHASTLY WORSHIP.

The idol, the inner walls of the
temple, the floor, the altar, were always L wet with the. most .precious
fluid on earth. In the bowl human
smouldered. Black-robed
hearts
wizards, their faces painted black
with white rings about eyes and
mouth, their hair matted with blood,
their faces raw from constant selftorture, forever flitted to and fro,
keeping watch by night and day,
ready always for the victims whom
that dreadful superstition was always
ready to bring. The supply of victims was drawn from prisoners taken
in war, and from slaves paid as tribute by conquered tribes ; and it took
a vast supply. Sometimes as mairy
as five hundred were sacrificed on
one altar on one great day. They
weie stretched naked upon the sacrificial stone, and butchered in a manner too horrible to be described here.
Their palpitating hearts were offered
to the idol, and then thrown into the
great stone bowl; while the bodies
were kicked down the long stone
stair-way to the bottom of the great
mound, where they were seized upon
by the eager crowd. The Mexicans
were not cannibals regularly and as
a matter of taste ; but they devoured
these bodies as a part of their grim

But gifts and care were not
enough. Treachery to his friends
was still to be feared from such a
god. He must still further be bought
off; everything that to an Indian
seemed valuable was proffered to the
Indian's god to keep him in good humor. And since human life was the
most precious thing an Indian could
understand, it became his most important and finally his most frequent
offering. To the Indian it seemed
no crime to take a life to please a
god. He had no idea of retribution
after death, and he came to look
upon human sacrifice as a legitimate,
moral, and even divine institution.
In time, such sacrifices became of
almost daily occurrence at each of
the numberless temples. It was the
most valued form of worship; so
great was its importance that the
officials or priests had to go through
a more onerous training than does
any minister of a Christian faith. religion.
They could reach their position only
OVERTHROW OF THE IDOLS.
by pledging and keeping up unceasIt is too revolting to go more into
ing and awful self-deprivation and
detail concerning these rites. Enough
self-mutilation.
has been said to give some idea of
HUMAN- SACRIFICES.
the moral barrier-encountered by the
Human lives were offered not only Spanish missionaries when they came
to one or two principal idols of each to such blood-thirsty savages with a
community, but each town had also gospel which teaches love and the
many minor fetiches to which such universal brotherhood of man. Such
sacrifices were made on stated occa- a creed was as unintelligible to the
sions. So fixed was the custom of Indian as white-blackness would be
sacrifice, and so proper was it to us; and the struggle to make him
deemed, that when Cortez came to understand was one of the most enorCempohual the natives could think of mous and apparently hopeless ever
no other way to welcome him with undertaken by human teachers. Besufficient honor, and in perfect cor- fore the missionaries could make
diality proposed to offer up human these savages even listen to much
sacrifices to him. It is hardly nec- less understand
Christianity they
essary to add that Cortez sternly de- had the dangerous task of proving
clined this pledge of hospitality.
this paganism worthless. The Indian believed absolutely in the power
THE CALENDAR STONE.
These rites were mostly performed of his gory stone-god. If he should
on the teocallis, or sacrificial mounds, neglect his idol, he felf sure the idol
of which there were one or more in would punish and destroy him ; and,
every Indian town. These were of course he would not believe anyhuge artificial mounds of earth, built thing that could be told him to the,
in the shape of truncated pyramids, contrary. The missionary had not
and faced all over with stone. They only to say, " Your idol is worthless ;
were from fifty to two hundred feet he cannot hurt anybody ; he is only
high, and sometimes many hundreds a stone, and if you kick him he canof feet square at the base. Upon the not punish you," but he had to prove
flat top of the pyiamid stood a small it. No ludiau was going to be so
tower, the dingy chapel which en- foolhardy as to try the experiment,
closed the idol. The grotesque face and the new teacher had to do it in
?

?

?

person. Of course he could not even beautiful is its dream of spiritual
a power that can silence
do that at first; for if he had begun life
his missionary work by offering any worldly ambition, lull the storm of
?

indignity to one of those ugly gods
of porphyry, its "priests" would
have slain him on the spot. But
when the Indians saw at last that
the missionary was not struck down
by some supernatural power for
speaking against their gods, there
was one step gained. By degrees
he could touch the idol, and they sawthat he was still unharmed. At last
he overturned and broke the cruel
images; and the breathless and terrified worshippers began to distrust
and despise the cowardly divinities
they had played the slave to, but
whom a stranger could insult and
abuse with impunity.
FAITH, ZEAL, AND PATIENCE.

human passion, bid the inquisitive
agitations of reason be still, wrap
the soul in a mantle of trust and fill
the heart with communion with the
unseen and eternalverities of heaven.
IDEAL SPIRITUALITY OF THE CHURCH.

This ideal spirituality is what has
given to the Catholic Church "a charm
for the thinker, notwithstanding its
disposition to burn him." This is
the Church that gave final rest to the
masterly but vagrant intellect of
Orestes A. Brownson, one of the
greatest metaphysicians this country
has produced. It gave,peace to the
great intellect of Cardinal Newman.
It wooed into its arms in the years of
her notoriety the sweet singer, Adelaide Proctor.
It is not given to the human soul
to realize its ideals, but the CatholicChurch has succeeded in embodying
more of its ideals than are given to
most human dreams. Its antiquity
is in question. Would that we might
realize what this means. How rare
are the things that survive a century ;
and yet here is a church that has
strung seventeen centuries upon a
continuous thread and wears them
like a necklace of pearls upon her
bosom.

It was only by this rude logic,
which the debased savages could understand, that the Spanish missionaries proved to the Indians that human sacrifice was a human mistake
and not the will of " Those Above."
It was a wonderful achievement, just
the uprooting of this one, but worst,
custom of the Indian religion,
a
custom strengthened by centuries of
constant practice. But the Spanish
apostles were equal to the task; and
the infinite faith and zeal and patience which finally abolished human
A TRIE DEMOCRACY-.
sacrifice in Mexico, led graduallyon,
than any other institution,
More
step by step, to the final conversion
the
Catholic
Church has succeeded in
of a continent and a half of savages
down
the aristocracy of
breaking
to Christianity.
blood and the pride of wealth. A
peasant has won and may still win
ProTteisbaunW
f riters. the
mitre and the triple crown. Maitl
and mistress, master and slave, do
WHAT THE CHURCH HAS DONE. kneel side by side at her altars today as they donot in any other church
The following eloquent and forciin Christendom.
ble words, describing some of the
Nor has her dream of the reign of
characteristics and certain of the
the spirit been all a dream. The
achievements of the Church, are from
violence of Viking and Goth was
an address delivered recently in All somewhat curbed by the persuasive
Souls' Church, Chicago, by Rev.
power of Rome, a power, as I beJenkins Lloyd Jones, a Protestant lieve, not wholly of dogma, not the
clergyman. Mr. Jones' topic was tyranny of ecclesiastics, but the sweet
souls.
" Contributions of the Catholic persuasion of consecrated
4
Church to our Civilization," and it
Stand as far as you please from the
deserves the unusual amount of space
thought basis of the Catholic Church
which we will devote to it this week
and you can scarcely stand farther
and next. Mr. Jones said, in
away in this respect than I do?hold
part :
all religions and religious influences
The Catholic Church has tried to
as cheap as you please, and still, if
throw its encircling arm around all
you but respect the canons of culclasses, from pauper to emperor. It
ture, the excellencies of literature
has sought to rear the crucifix in
and the unquestioned verdict of hisevery latitude and in all longitudes.
tory, you cannot read the story and
Its dreamis as comprehensive in time
the words of Augustine, Savonarola
as it is in space. Its venerable
and a Kempis, of St. Patrick. St.
arches seek to bridge the chasm beFrancis and Loyola, of St. Catherine,
tween the ancient and modernworlds.
.loan of Arc and Guyon, and regard
Its vernacular reaches from the most
them as other than representatives of
barbaric tongue of the South Amera mighty power that did make souls
can Indian to the classic tongues of
more genuine, lives more consecrated.
Greece and Rome.
?

?

?

?

A STUPENDOUS HISTORY.

Dull indeed is the mind that can
contemplate such an ideal unmoved.
And then think of the devotion and
toil that for eighteen hundred years
have struggled for the realization of
this inclusive ideal. Shallow and
hard is the mind that can dismiss
with flippant contempt or sarcasm
the Catholic Church in the presence
of its stupendous history. How

THE LEAGUE BADGE.
The badge or emblem pin of the
League of Litlle Defenders is not for
sale. No one can buy it. It is given
free to any one who sends us a new

subscription, or renews an old one,
with two dollars for the year. The
subscriber gets the Review for a year,
and gives the badge aud the handsome Manual to any child who belongsto the League cr wishes to joinit.
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Temperance.

If the total abstinence people could stingeth like an adder. Thine eye
FriendlyHints.
contrive to improve the cooks of the shall behold strange women, and thine
country, there would be fewer deso- heart shall utter perverse things.
TO PERSONS INCLINED TO BE
THE DANGER SIGNAL.
late homes. Bad cooking encourages Yea, thou shalt be as he that lieth
JEALOUS.
a taste for alcholic stimulants. As down in the midst of the sea, or as
Whoever finds the desire of drinkto the drinking habit, which, as most he that lieth upon the top of a mast.
You will probably say at once
ing ardent spirits returning daily at
of us know, rests on physical grounds They have stricken me, shalt thou when you see the heading of this talk
stated times, is warned to deny himas well as weakness of will, I should say, and I was not sick; they have with jealous people that it is of no
self instantly, if he intends to espropose to cure it by good cooking; beaten me, and I felt it not; when interest to you, because you are not
cape confirnied intemperance.
there would be fewer broken hearts shall I awake? I will seek it yet jealous. Very few persons suppose
It is infallible evidence that you
among mothers and wives if they again. Proverbs.
that they are jealous, and many who
have already done violence to nature
?

that the undermining process is
begun that the overworked organ
begins to flag, and cry out for adventitious aid, with an importunity
which, if indulged, will become more
deep-toned, and importunate, and
irresistible, until the power of selfdenial is gone, and you are a ruined
man. It is the vortex begun, which,
if not checked, will become more capacious, and deep, and powerful, and
loud, until the interests of time and
eternity are engulfed.
It is here then beside this commencing vortex that I would take
my stand, to warn off the heedless
navigator from destruction. To all
who do but heave in sight, and with
voice that should rise above the winds
and waves, I would cry
"stand
off!!!"?spread the sail, ply the
oars, for death is here, and could I
command the elements the blackness
of darkness should gather over this
and loud thunders
gateway to hell
should utter their voices
and lurid
fires should blaze and the groans
of unearthly voices should be heard
inspiring consternation and flight in
all who came near. For this is the parting point between the wise who forsake
danger and hide themselves, and the
foolish who pass on and are punished.
He who escspes this periodical thirst
of times and seasons, will not be a
drunkard, as he who comes within
the reach of this powerful attraction
will be sure to perish.
It may not be certain that every
one will become a sot; but it is certain that every one will enfeeble his
body, generatedisease,and shorten his
days. It may not be certain that
every one will sacrifice his reputation,
or squander his property, and die in
the almshouse; but it is certain that
a large proportionwill come to poverty
and infamy, of those who yield daily
to the periodical appetite for ardent
spiiits. Here is the stopping place,
and though beyond it men may
struggle, and retard, and modify their
progress, none, comparatively, who
go by it, will return again to purity
of enjoyment, and the sweets of temperate liberty. The servant has become the master, and with a rod of
iron and a whip of scorpions, he will
torment, even before their time, the
candidates for misery in a future state.
Dr. L. Beecher.
?

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

?

wouldrememberthat the lack of care-

fully prepared food often drives their

TEMPERANCE

sons and husband to the solace of
Abstaining is favorable both to
whisky or beer. You may smile, but
if the wives of workiDgmen would the head and the pocket.
Horace
give more attention to cooking and Greeley.
less to gossip, they would be happier;
Talking loud about your religion
and the beer habit would cease lo be
while
your breath smells of whisky
the threatening shadow it is.
does no good at all.
?

A RULE THAT NEVER FAILS.
A noted clergyman of Boston upon
one occasion entered a hall while a
temperance meeting was in progress.
A laboring man was on the floor at
the time making a speech. As soon
as the cleric entered the chairman
interrupted the speaker and sent the
secretary to escort the clergyman to
the platform. He introduced him to
the meeting and called upon him for
a speech. The clergyman returned
thanks for the courtesy shown him,
expressed his readiness to speak a
few minutes later, but observed that
by his coming in some one on the
floor had been interrupted in his address. He hoped that this speaker
would be allowed to finish his remarks
first.
The speaker was then called upon
to do so, which he did in the followMr. Chairman, when
ing fashion
the reverend gentleman entered the
room I was nearly through. I was just
about to give a rule for reclaiming the
drunkard. I think it is a good one.
Anyway, I have never seen a better.
And if any of ye find a better one, I
will thank ye to tell me. If ye will
all observe my rule, I'll promise ye
will all become reformed men. My
rule is to knock off the drink before

:"

you. begin."

FAPOINRT WORKINGMEN.

In the early stages of intemperance, reformation is practicable. The

calamity is, that intemperance is a
sin so deceitful that most men go on
to irretrievable ruin, warned indeed
by many indications, but uuavailingly, because they understand not
their voice.
Whoever finds himself tempted on
meeting his companion or friend to
say, Come let us go and take something," or to make it his first business to set out his decanter and
glasses, ought to understand that he
discloses his own inordinate attachment to ardent spirits and accuses his
friend of intemperance.

"

THE WONDERS AT LOURDES.

Perhaps even Catholics may rebel
against believingall the wonders which
are reported from Lourdes. But how
can theyrefuse their assent ? The facts
are not to be disputed. Everything
is done in broad daylight. Patients
who were cured several years ago are
still well. Everything is done in the
utmost good faith; investigation is
courted; physicians, some of them
freethinkers and others Protestants,
acknowledge the reality of these cures,
and admit their inability to explain
them by natural causes. The infidel
press tried to laugh these cures down,
then to explain them when they became too plain to be doubted.
Scoffers, who do not want to refuse
the evidence of their senses, have
been conquered into silence, and
admit the existence of an unseen
agency. To the Catholic, that secret
agency is supernatural and proceeds
from God. All the facts combine to
Catholic Record.
prove it.

That was a good point which was
made by Charles H. Litchman, when
he asked the workingmen, to whomhe
spoke, whether they really loved the
saloon keeper's wives and daughters
better than they did their own; and
if they did not, he wanted to know
how it happened that they spent their
money to buy sealskin cloaks for the
wives and daughters of the saloon
There be some that can pack the
keepers while their own went in rags. cards, and yet cannot play well: so
there are some that are good in canvasses
and factions, that are otherFROM THE HOLY BIBLE.
Lord Bacon.
wise weak men.
Who hath woe? who hath sorrow ?
who hath contentions? who hath
Father Maziere Brady, the disbabbling ? who hath wounds without tinguished churchman and scholar
who recently died in Rome, was the
cause? who hath redness of eyes?
They that tarry long at the wine; youngest son of Sir N. W. Brady,
and nephew of Sir Maziere, at one
they that go lo seek rrixed wine.
Look not thou upon the wine when time lord chancellor of Ireland. He
it is red, when it giveth its color to was for many years an Anglican
the cun, w hen it moveth itself aright. minister, before he entered the CathAt the last it bileth like a serpent and olic Cliurch.
?

?

BAD COOKING AND DRINK.
The drink habit, both among men
and women, in the tenement houses, is
largely the result of bad c.tokiug and
bad food, says Maurice F. Egan in the
.due Maria. If the French at home
do not drink to excess, it is largely
because they are a nation of good
cooks.

NOTES.

realize that they are of a jealous disposition are unwilling to own it.
The chances are, however, that
every one who happens to read these
Friendly Hints does really feel jealousy, at least sometimes, and is influenced by this most contemptible
and wretched feeling even without
knowing it.
The fact is, we are all selfish in
some ways. If you are a young man
in society, you love your brother or
your friend, and would do anything
for him ; you rejoice at his success ;
but if some young lady declares that
he is the very best dancer, or the
nicest partner, or the most entertaining companion that she knows, and
that all the girls " say so, you feel
a little pang. You would not admit
that you are jealous, but you are,
just a little bit. And so it goes, with
us all, young and old, good and bad ;
unless we watch closely and strangle
and stifle such thoughts and dispositions instantly and relentlessly, we
grow hateful and mean, torture ourselves and make others unhappy.
We once heard one of the very
best and loveliest young girls who
ever lived, a perfect model of unselfish love and devotion to all her relatives and friends, declare that she
was naturally of an extremely jealous
disposition, so that it gave her always
a slight pang to hear even her own
dearly loved sisters or friends praised,
or see them receive marked attention.
Yet in this case she made it a matter
of conscience, prayed and fought
against it, and overcame it so thoroughly that she never showed it, and
even her most intimate friends never
suspected it and could hardly believe
it when she told them of it.
The worst of this state of mind is
that it is so utterly unreasonable.
We know that people do not intend
to slight us; we are perfectly certain
that our friends love us and care for
us. We know that our friend who
shows a liking for some one else, or
the relative who invites some member
of the family to make a visit or a
pleasant journey, or the person who
gives our sister a present has no intention of overlooking us ; we would
laugh at the silliness of any one else
in our place who would take offence
or suspect any slight. But that make&
no difference. We feel it, all the
same.
At the same time, we prove that we
are ashamedof it; that we know it to
be absurd and unfounded, by the fact
that we conceal it. It is only the little children who have the frankness
and simplicity to say, "You like her
better than you do me." They soon
learn that liking does not go by wishing, and that no one sympathizes
with the jealous person.

"
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ReligM
ous axims.
SUNDAY.
Be always patient and agreeable ; if any
one has offended you, offer to God the pain
you have suffered. By this mark I will
know if you are God's servant, viz., if you
bring back kindly to God a brother who has
gone astray, and if you never cease to love
the man who has been very much at fault.?
St. Francis.
The truly wise man is he who daily learns
how to die well; who often reflects on what
will be the state of his soul at the hour of
death, and on the judgment which follows
it, where all that he has done in this life will
be laid bare, and where no fault will go
unpunished ?St Bridget.
MONDAY.
Mortification is the path leading to
humility. Let Christians never blush in
undergoing humiliations, nor decline humble
offices too readily, and let them never seek
to praise any work in which they are
engaged
St. Bonaventurb.
Happy is he who does not excuse himself,
but receives blame and humiliation silently,
even when the fault is involuntary.
St_
Francis.
?

?

TUESDAY.

Idleness is the

source of every bad
thought; one must therefore work and
apply himself courageously to serious occupation. St. Francis.
Virtue is nothing but well directed love
inducing us to love what we ought to love
and to hate what is worthy of hatred. St
?

?

Augustine.

Sunday, May 6.
Sunday in the octave of the Ascension.
Gospel, St John xv. 26 16. 4.
It is to be supposed that all Catholics,
with very few exceptions, have made their
Easter duty before this timu. They feel a
great and sincere happiness, for they have
the knowledge of duty done, and the comfort of an approving conscience. They have
first of all obeyed the law of the Church,
which commands all it« members to approach
the sacraments at this time ; and above all,
they have received as the food of their souls
the Body and Blood of their divine Saviour.
Thomas a Kempis asks us to suppose that
the great sacrifice of the Mass were celebrated only once a year, at a certain place
How great would be the multitudes nocking
from all parts of the globe to witness this
wonderful event; how happy would they be
who were able to assist at the stupendous
mystery, in which the great God of heaven
and earth came down from heaven upon the
altar and took the form of bread and wine,
and became the food of men. Now this
great event takes place every day, all over
the world, and because it is so common men
do not think so much of it. Yet the wonder and the mystery are as great, and God's
gocdness and mercy and love are shown in
it as amazingly, and far more so, than if he
came down upon the altar only once a year.
So we who have received his Body and
Blood this Easter time must not go away
and forget it soon. We must remember it,
think about it, remind ourselves of what we
promised our confessor, and of the resolutions we made when the God of the altar
was in our breast.

WEDNESDAY.
Every moment of time could purchase
Monday, May 7.
eternity! If the poor damned souls could
St. Stanislaus, Bishop and Martyr.
have the time we lose, wV at good use they
could make of it! If they had but one half
Tuesday, May 8.
hour, that half hour would empty hell. If
Appearance of St. Michael, Archangel.
we could say to damned souls long since in
hell " We are going to set a priest at the
Wednesday, May 9.
door of hell. All who would like to go to
St. Gregory Nazianzen, Bishop and Conconfession have only to go out to him," do fessor.
you think one single soul would be left
Thursday, May 10.
behind ? Ob, how speedily would hell be
Octave of the Ascension.
emptied and heaven filled ! We have the
time and the means which the poor damned

:

souls have not.

?

Cure d'Ars.

THURSDAY.
To spend each day trying to make another
oh, «hat a noble work. It
person happy
is to approach God in a most intimate
manner, for is it not the constant occupation
of this good Master ?
Our Lord, before giving great treasures
and graces to his servants, sends them great
trials and temptations, in order by these
means to prove whether they can drink his
chalice and help him to carry his cross.
St. Teresa.
?

?

FRIDAY.
He who would keep the grace of God let
him be grateful for the grace when it is
given, and patient when it is taken away.
Let him pray that it may be given back to
him, and be careful and humble, lest he
lose it.
We should try to urderstard that the
most productive work in the whole day, both
for time and eternity, is that involved in
hearing Mass.
SATURDAY.
In all we do let God and his holy will be
always before our eyes, and our only aim
and desire be to please him.
Let us strive to imitate the humility of
the ever blessed Mother of God, remembering that humility is the path which leads to
abiding peace and brings us near to the consolations of God.

Friday, May 11.
Finding of the Holy Cross.
(Transferred from May 3 )
The great emperor, Constantine, who had
t'iumphed over his enemies by the miraculous power of the cross, built a magnificent
church in Jerusalem, in honor of the holy
places where our Blessed Lord suffered and
died. In the year 326 St. Helen, the emperor's mother, visited Jerusalem and set
out to find the true cross on which our Saviour died, but found that the heathens had
covered the place of his burial with tubbish
and built over it a temple to Venus and a
statue of Jupiter, another of their heathen
gods. St. Helen bad these pulled down,
and workmen cleared away the rubbish and
dug down very deep till at last they found
three crosses and also the nails which had
pierced our Saviour's body and the inscription which had been fastened over his head
on the cross. Evidently the three crosses
were those of our Saviour, and the two robbers who were crucified on Mt. Calvary.
In order to find out which was the true cross
Bishop Macarius had all three carried to the
bedside of a sick woman, and after praying,
they were applied to her. The first two had
no effect, but by the touch of the third she
was instantly cured. In this way God made
known which was the true cross, beyond all
doubt. It was placed in a silver case and
small portions of it were entiusted to devout
persons and are still venerated in various
parts of the world.
Saturday, May 12.
Vigil of Pentecost. Fast day.

ReligousInstruction.

THE ORGANIZATION OF THE CHURCH.
i.
There is on earth a great army
which attacks no one, which wounds
no one, which kills no one, and yet it
fights incessantly, and has marched
unshaken during nineteen centuries
against the same enemy, through the
same perils, on to the same conquest.
It is everywhere, yet few people recognize its presence. It is a thousand times more nnmerous than the
armies of the most powerful emperors, and it numbers more heroes in
its ranks. It fights against far more
fearful foes, and the cross of honor
with which it rewards its bravest men
is of immeasurably greater value
than the decoration of the battlefield.
This army is the Catholic Church.
Its great Leader and Commander,
already crowned with glory is Jesus
Christ who reigns in heaven. But its
divine Leader has en! rusted the entire
command of his army upon earth to
one man, who commands all the rest,
and leads them on to victory. This
is the Pope, successor of St. Peter,
to whom the Son of God declared
that upon him the Church should be
established, and that the gates of hell
should never prevail against it. God
himself has organized this great army,
of which all Catholics form a part.
And to those who are faithful to their
standard the reward is nothing less
than the happiness and the eternal
rest of heaven. Nothing is more
strange than the ignorance of many
with regard to a subject which so
closely concerns them. A Christian
should not be ignorant of such things,
any more than a soldier may be
ignorant of the different grades of
general, colonel, captain, sergeant, and
soldier, in the hierarchy of the army.
Our leader to whom we all, without
exception, owe obedience, is the Pope.
This cannot be too often repeated, or
too strongly enforced. His spiritual
power extends over the whole world.
No one is excepted from the great
rule of obedience; and cardinals,
bishops, and priests are only distinguished from the whole body of the
faithful in their relations with regard
to the Pope, by rendering him a more
unquestioning submission and a
deeper homage.
Such is the expresswill of the Son of
God. Whoever separates himself
from the Pope does, at the same time,
separate himself from Jesus Christ.

communication and to be refused
Christian burial. Some of our people
will content themselves by saying that
they will attend to this duty some time
in May. If they are sure of living
so long, they are possibly correct in
their calculations. But there are
many who read this page and will die
before May 20. Yet they do not
dream of such an event. Moreover,
it is ungenerous to the Lord, who has
been generous to you, to defer the
execution of this duty until you are
absolutely obliged to attend to it.
Go to confession and approach the
altar at once if possible, and make
your peace with God, and enjoy the
earlier consciousness of having done
your duty.? ?\u25a0St. Xarier Calendar.

BW
iotsf isdom.
" Books should to one of these four ends conduce
For wisdom, piety, delight, or use."

:

Satas carries no keys, for men are
his porters.
1
_.
?

Some temptations come to the industrious, but all temptations attack
the idle.

A bad book is a big thief. It robs
a man of his time and of his good
principles.
The age of chivalry is gone, and
one of calculators and economislshas
succeeded. Burke.
?

If thou seest one in distress, ask
not who he is; even if thy enemy,
aid him.

A

?

Talmid.

husband cannot be a good
He fails in the tenderest
duties, and must be bad at heart.
bad

man.

We may not be able to comprehend
the love of God in Christ, but the
higher we climb the more we behold.
Whatever stress some may lay,
a death-bed repentance is but a weak
and slender plank to trust our all
upon. Sterne.
?

The crosses which we make for
ourselves by our restless anxiety for
the future are not crosses that come
from God.
Fexei.on.
?

There is some remedy for all the
defects of fortune, for if a man cannot attain to the length of his wishes,
he may have his remedy by cutting
them off shorter.? Cowley.

Lost yesterday somewherebetween
sunrise and sunset, two golden hours,
HAVE YOU MADE YOUR EASTER? each set with sixty diamond minutes.
No reward is offered, for they are gone
forever.
Horace Manx.
The Easter time is here. There is
a commandment of the Church, which
enjoins upon us to make a good conA few years ago a number of
fession and receive the Sacrament of scientists of New England made a
the altar at least once a year at Eas- calculation as to the amount of water
ter or in Easter time. The Easter given to the atmosphere by the
time is variable. In 1888 it ended on
Washington Elm," Cambrilge,
May 20; in 1880 it ended on June Mass. They calculated that the
20. Holy Trinity Sunday is the leaves of that tree would cover over
limit and this year it falls on May 20. 200,000 square feet of surface, and
Those who do not fulfil this positive that they gave out every fair day
precept on or before May 20 of this during the growing season 15,500
tons of moiature.
year, render themselves liable to ex- pounds,
?

"
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FW
UNCLE JACK'S TALKS WITH

THE

BOYS AND GIRLS.
How To Get A Badge and Manual.
The Badges are not sold. Whoever sends in a new
subscription to the Review, or renews an old subscription, with two dollars for the year, will receive a
badge and a Manual free. Any child can get his
parents or some relative or friend to subscribe and
get the badge and Manual for him. Many children
are getting them in that way.
None but League members should wear the badge.
If your parents or friends subscribe and get a badge
for you, &end in your name and be enrolled as a
member, and
the League promise and keep t,
that is, if you are not a Defender already.
We cannot give badge and Manual with club-rate
subscriptions for the Review and the Catholic lVorld\
nor for any special or reduced rate subscriptions, but
only when the full rate ($2) is paid to this office,
direct.

:

?

There is rtaliy no room for Uncle Jack
this week so he proposes to let the army of
Defenders who are clamoring for membership have things all their own way.
Founders.
Frank Murphy, Sacred Heart Chapter,
East Cambridge ;
John F. Downey, St. Francis' Chapter,
Cambridgeport;
Wm. H. Daly, Augustinian Chapter,

Lawrence;
Lizzie A. Killion, Mater Dolorosa Chapter,
Maiden;
Marion Kelley, St. Agnes' Chapter,
Boston.

Members.
Sacred Heart Chapter.
Frank Murphy, Founder;
Stephen O'Connor, vice-president;
James Crowley, secretary;
Louis Martin, treasurer;
Mary Breen,
Edward Breen,
Leng McLaughlin,
Benjamin Larkin,
Jennie O'Brien,
James O'Leary,
Agnes Donovan,
Theresa O'Connell,
Maggie Mahoney,
Wil ie Lippe,
Joseph Lippe,
John Bullock,
May Martin,
Alice Brown,
Albert Martin,
Chester Martin,
Annie Randell,
William Randell
George Brown,
John Moley,
Henry Burke,
Johnnie McCeaver
fohn Harrison,
James O'Connor,
Leng Martin,
William Connors,
May Randell,
Julia Donovan,
Fred Hetter,
Julia McCloskey,
John McCloskey.

St. Francis' Chapter.
John T. Downey, Founder;

,

Richard F. Dacey, secretary
Thomas F. Gardner, treasurer;
William Bowen,
John O'Neil,
Dennis Hurley,
John Duff,

John McNally,
Jeremiah Downey,
William Witham,

Augustine McNally,
Mortimer Downey,
Jeremiah P. facannell.

Augustinian Chapter.
William H. Daly, Founder;
Thomas F. Hanrahan, lecretary;
Timothy P. Daly, treasurer;
Frank Keegan,
John Hanrahan,
Joseph A. Daly,
John D. Conway,
David B. Black.
James Deming,

Mater Dolorosa Chapter.

That's a pretty goodshowing for one week
isn't it ? Five new Chapters and eighty-nine
new members. Besides these Uncle Jack
has received letters from Mantis R. Reardon, Manchester, N. H. ; Daniel McAllister
and Mary J. Dennan, South Boston ; Annie
F. Newman, East Cambridge ; and N. Roche,
Salem, saying they are working hard to form
Chapters in their neighborhoods Uncle
Jack hopes they will be very sucessful.
N. Roche, (by the way, does N. stand for
Nathan or Nora in this case ?) wants to know
the rules and regulations. Uncle Jack has
printed them a great many times but for the
benefit of new readers he will repeat them
briefly. To found a Chapter get five or
more of your comrades to hold a little meeting and decide upon a name for the Chapter
by vote. Each one must promise not to take
the Holy Name in vain or use bad words of
any kind, to persuade others to become Defenders and to say to themselves whenever
they hear any one curse or swear, " God's
Name be praised." The members of a
Chapter may co-operate to do some other
work such as circulating good reading matter, organizing a picnic or a party for the orphans, sending flowers to the sick, studying
up about wildflowers, looking up town history or any thing else they like. The
names of members must be sent to Uncle

Jack.

Lizzie A. Killion, Founder of Mater
Dolorosa Chapter, writes that her Chapter
has adopted blue and white for their colors
and the badges are to be blue and white ribbon with larger bows to distinguish the officers. That's a very pretty idea, of course,
but wouldn't the Dolorosa Chapter prefer
to have the regular League colors? You
all know what they are, don't you; red,
white, blue ard yellow? You know, too,
that these have been chosen because they
are the colors in our national flagjand in that
of our Holy Father. And then the regular
League badges are much nicer and more
durable than any ribbon, and they are not
so dreadfully hard to get, are they? Of
course you can be a good Defender without
any badge if you try, but Uncle Jack thinks
those badges are worth working for, don't
you ? Here's a girl who thinks so, at any

about loo by 150 feet. Our drum corps is composed
of two piccolos, one bass drum and four small drums.
t have been thinking of founding a Chapter and
calling it St. Francis de Sales Chapter. 1 have five
boys who are willing to belong to my Chapter. In my
next letter I will state their names.
Ore of the boys of my Chapter wants to knew if
both the founder and the members receive a Manual
and a badge.
The Rev. Father Johnson is the pastor of our
church, and Father Supple has charge of the altar boys.
Father Murphy, who is ill now, had charge of the
Communion and Confirmation boys. But now we
have Father Brennan, who is very nice. Hoping to
soon see my letter in print, I remain.
Your affectionate nephew,
Daniel McAllister.

Kerry not far from Derrynane, the birthp'ace of Daniel
O'Connell. I was not an attendant at a parochial or
a national school but a comman school with stone
walls, thatched roof, and mud floors. The master
gave no checks or notes tT the bad boys, he gave them
the cat-o-nine-tails freely. We had no maps in our
school. There is a map of all nations in the public
school I now go to. I like to read Uncle Jack's talks
with the boys and girls. The Review was the first
paper I read in this country. My schoolmates call
me a greenhorn, I suppose I deserve that name.
Uncle Jack my object in writing to you is to challenge those pampered lads with their standing up
collars and the stars and stripes floating in the breeze
of freedom from their fine schools, to t-11 me all they
have learned about the history of »ry country and I
will tell them what I was taught by that Irish master,
their statesmen and country, this is to be
about
Send the names to Uncle lack as soon as explainedthrough the columns of your valuable paper
you can, Daniel. A badge and Manual are intended for 'he boy Defenders only. Washington,
sent to the Founder of each Chapter as a for his faithful! service d:serves pra se, so did Warren,
Hancock and Adams, Sullivan. Kranklin, Jackson and
sample so he can show them to the memJefferson, Paul Revere and Carroll and Patrick Henry.
are
sent
to
bers. A badge and Manual
also
I would like to form a batd of Defenders but I am
each Defender who gets a new subscriber or not acquainted with the boys at present, iherefore I
the renewal of an old subscription and sends hope you will enroll me as a member at large.
Yours truly,
the two dollars direct to the office of the

Sacred Heart Review. The subscriber
gets the paper for a year and the Defender
gets the badge and Manual. That's easy

Annie, so Uncle Jack can have them
enrolled, and don't forget about the second,
ary object of the Chapter. Uncle Jack
wonders if you small folks in the crowded
Eastern States, to whom quantities of bocks,
magazines and papers are a matter of course,
realize how rare and precious such things
are to the children in the sparsely settled
West. Uncle Jack knows a boy and girl in
Colorado who ride eight miles on horseback
St. Agnes' Chapter.
to school every day. The Church is much
Marion Kelley, Founder ;
Maggie Kelley, secretary ;
farther away, and attendance at Mass is
Susie Barry, trcatuer;
quite an event. If any Chapter wants to
Mary McDonough,
Lizzie O'Neil,
collect some good papers and magaz'nes and
Mamie Colt man,
Annie Coleman,
send them to some of the children in the
The following are regular members of the West, Uncle Jack will send tbe Founder the
League of Little Defenders of the Holy addresses of two or three children who would
Name but do not belong to a Chapter.
be delighted to receive them. There are
Joieph Edward Brady, Brockton;
some Indian missionaries in the West, too,
Michael Joyce, Dedham ;
who would be glad of some good Catholic
William Hughef, Lawrence;
like the Sacred Heart Review>
papers,
Mary J. Dennan, South Boston ;
sent regularly.
Annie F. Newman, East Cambridge ;
South Boston, Mass , April 8, 1894.
Annie McDonald, "
Joseph A. Moran, Lawrence;
Dear UncUJack:
?

Thank you for your very interesting de-

scription of the Irish school, Patsey. Uncle
Jack is always clamoring for more you know,
Dorchester, Mass., April 3, 1894.
so come again. Uncle Jack prints your
I read your talks with boys and girls in the Sacred
challenge to the pampered natives, but please
Heart Review, and as I did not see any boys or
enough to understand, isn't it?

girls' names of our parish I thought I would form a don't all of you answer at once or there
in his
Chapter of the League of the Little Defenders of the won't be any room for Uncle
Holy Name. Ours is the new parish in Dorchester, department for a year to come. Isn't that
Ryan.
St. Margaret's. Our pastor is the Rev. Father
so, boys and girls ? We natives do know
He is very kind and good and we love him very
but
year
yet
we are a great deal about the sad and glorious hismuch. Our church is not built a
doing very well.
tory of the beautiful Emerald Isle, at least
The Redemptorist Fathers gave a mission here last if we don't, we're going t6 read up right
December and they foimed a society of the Holy away before that interesting greenhorn
Name. My papa and grandpa joined it and attend
the meetings once a month. Whtn I receive my friend of ours comes again. Of course,
badge and Manual we will begin to hold our meetings. now that Patsey is here and enjoying our
I will send the names now and our secretary will stars and stripes ideas, he will be as good
write you about our success. I am afraid my letter
an American as any of us, better perhaps,
will be too long,so I will come to an end for the pres-

Jack

ent.

in a few years.

Your loving nephew,
Willie A.

Hanley.

Your other letter enclosing the signatures
of the members has also been received,
Founder Hanley, and Uncle Jack hopes you
will keep him informed about the progress
of your Chapter.
Boston, April ir, 1894.
Dear- Uncle Jack:
Didn't you think my other letter was good enough?
?

tf it isn't I should like to know it. You get a great
many letters every week, don't you? If I wrote you a
letter in April when would it be in the paper? I go
rateFather
to St. Thomas' Church, Jamaica Plain.
Magennis has three curates, Father Moore, Father
East Cambridge, Mass., April to, 1894,
Donahoe, and Father Wellet. I do not go to the
Dear Uncle Jack ; ?
I received a badge and Manual of the'League of Sisters' school, because it is too far away, but I should
they
Little Defenders of the Holy Name. I think
like to. My teacher's name is Miss Morrill. I am
are beautiful and I wish that everybody could have nine years old. I go to the George Putnam Grammar
impressed
by
suggestions
very
the
School, which is situated on Seaver street. My
one. I was
much
that were made about forming a Chapter so I spoke to studies are reading, writing, music, geography, spellmy schoolmate about forming one and she thinks it's
ing and language. I read the Sacked Heart Review
a very good idea, so with her help I thtDk I can with ereat interest. We have been subscribers for
form one of at .east fifteen members who would be detwo years. Hoping to see my letter in print soon, I
lighted to join. We will hold a meeting at my houre remain,
Your lovingneice,
Thursday and we will talk it over. As my schoolMay Gormley.
mate and I are the oldest we will take charge, for
my
first letter and we
awhile at least. As this is
Yes, May, Uncle Jack does get a good
have not done much so fir I will close, premising
again
to write
next week.
many letters, in fact, he's quite swamped,
A Defender.
but he hesitates to mention it for fear some
Annie F. Newman.
of you will stop writing to him, and that
Send in the names as soon as you can,
would make him feel very bad. As it is,

Lizzie B. Killion, Founder ;
John E. Killion. president;
Lizzie F. McDermott, secretary;
Mollie R. Kenney, treasurer;
Mary E. Killion,
Nora E Murphy,
Mary U. Sullivan,
Mary E. Dunne,
Jennie C. O'Brien,
James M. Kenny,
Joseph H. Killion,
Willie M. Killion,
Willie O'Brien,
Johnnie O'Brien,
Frank P. Killion.

Patsey Murphy.

half his boys and girls have not written yet,
and he hopes to get a letter from every one
of them. Are you a member of the League
yet, May ?
South Boston, Feb. 21, 1894.
Dear Uncle Jack:
?

I was very much pleased to see my letter in print,
and as you asked me to write often, I think I will, as
I like to do so myself, and tell you how I spend my
days. I get up at 6.30 a.m., and say my morning
prayers, and go to Mass every morning during Lent.
Then I go to school. I have been promoted to the
grammar school. I have to study geography, arithmetic, spelling and singing, and at home I study my
Catechism lesson for Sunday-schooland Friday afternoons. Father McAvoy is our instructor. I like him
vtry muth. He is very strict with us, but he is also
very pleasant. I am very much interested in the
League of Little Defenders, and would like to join,
but I am afraid I would not be good enough. I tried
to keep from eatiDg candy through Lent, but failed,
so I would be afraid to join for fear I would not do
what would be right.
I. Harry Huri.kv.

That's no reason at all for not joining,
Harry. All that is expected of you, is to
try your best. If you fail the first time
begin all over again. Besides, it's not hard
to be a Defender. Uncle Jack hopes you
will found a Chapter.
Cambridge, Mass., Feb. 26, 1894.
Dear Uncle Jack :

I have read the letters ftom one of the boys who
Martin Dowling, Everett,
goes to school with me. I think trem very nice. In
Mamie R. Reardon, Manchester, N. H.;
Daniel McAllister, South Boston.
fact all the letters are nice. I go to the Gate of
St. Francis' Chapter, Clinton, has elected the fol- Heaven Church and the Thomas N. Hart School. I
lowing officers since sending in the account of its received my first Communion the itth of October,
organ ;zation: John Devereaux, piesident ; Frank and on the tjth I was on the altar. I think I
I thought I had a perfect right to write to you as
Williamson, vice-preiident; C. Groby, treasurer; K* would rather go to the Thomas N. Hart School than
well as those natives. I am twelve years old. I am
Groby, secretary; J. Coyle, auditor; C. Lyons, F. to any othef in Boston, because the masters are formin County
Silk and A. Groby, councilors.
ing ? torttillßti ol the boys. We have a schoolyard two months In this country; I wa»
?

Lowell, Mass., March 29, 1894.
Dear UncleJack :
I thought I would write you a letter, 1 read the
Sacked Heart Review, acd like it very much
especially the letters to Uncle Jack from the boys and
girls. I am ten years old, I go to the grammar
school, my studies are arithmetic, geography, grammar, and spelling. My teacher is very kind and attentive to us, so I get along very well.
I go to the S cred Heart Church our pastor's name
is Rev. Father Lavoie, who is also director of our
Sunday-school. I go every Sunday. I expect to
make my first Communion next Summer. So I must
try and be a good boy, and make preparations for the
coming of such a happy event, as the receiving of my
Saviour in the Sacrament of his love will be, so I
will say no more this time.
?

;

Pbter James McNamara.

Uncle Jack is very glad to hear from you,
Peter. Will you be one of the first boys to
describe the games you play and write out
the singing games and the counting-out
rhymes for Uncle Jack ?
Alice McDonald, Amesbury, is eleven
years old, and her letter is neat enough and
plain enough to please the most particular
Uncle Jack there is anywhere. She goes to
the parochial school and to nine o'clock
Mass every Sunday. She is in the sixth
grade and has six studies. C. Grace Shaw
lives in Brighton. She is studying about
South America and finds it very interesting,
but like Uncle Jack she is glad you don't
meet any of those South American wild animals running around loose up here. Jennie
Spears who is a member of the Danvers
Chapter of the League, says they meet
every Saturday at the house of some one of
the members and they have real jolly times.
She is in the third class in the Grammar
school.
Helen Maud Brown writes from Pawtucketville to say that she is nine years old
and in the third grade. Perhaps she will
tell us all about Pawtucketville next time.
It's name sounds interesting ; and has she
joined the League yet ? Sadie Green writes
a hand that is a joy to read, it is so clear
and plain. She lives in Charlestown, and
goes to St. Frances de Sales school on top
of Bunker Hill. She is.pne of Father Suppie's lucky girls and says she enjoys the
stereopticon views and lectures every Friday
afternoon. M Maggie" writes from Salem
and says that during Lent she belonged to a
League of Little Abstainers who promised
not to eat candy. All who remained faithful were to have their names printed in the
paper. Uncle Jack wonders how many succeeded in resisting all teroptfttionn, It \*n*i
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easy to keep away from candy, is it ? Greta
Burns wrote from Hingham early in March
saying she would like to know how to found
a Chapter. No doubt she has seen the
answer long before this date, as well as how
to get the badges. Uncle Jack hopes to hear
from her Chapter soon. She says the trees
in her locality looked very nice csvered with
snow and ice ; probably they look even prettier now in their new spring dress. Sarah
Murray of Newton, asks which is the best
encyclopedia as her folks want to buy one.
If money is no object, Appleton's is probably the first choice, but there are many
others which are cheaper and very useful,
any bookseller can tell her about themSarah is nearly ten years old and goes to the
parochial school. She has two brothers and
three sisters. Edna Donlan is another nice
little letter writer from Jamaica Plain. She
goes to the Wyman School and is in the
last class. She goes to her grandma's in vacation. Lucky girl, isn't she ? Ten year old
May Ryan of Milton is another lucky girl.
She received thirty-two gifts on her last
birthday, which was three days after Christmas. Nellie Horrigan of Arlington is one
of the clear, distinct letter writers who do
not forget the uses of punctuation marks.
Mamie Durning hopes Uncle Jack won't
laugh at her little letter. Of course he
won't. He is very fond of little girls' letters.
Will she tell him about Manchester next
time. She goes to the McDonald school
which she says is one of the grandest schools
in the State. Sister Mary Damian is her
teacher. Annie Murphy of Cambiidge
thinks of becoming Bill Nye's rival. She
dates her letter October 32. Mary Dowrey
lives in St. Augustine's parish, South Boston
and tells Uncle Jack she is going to the
new school as soon as it is finished. She
will be nine years old in June. Ellen Joyce,
whose father is an old subscriber, lives in
East Cambridge. She won " Sidney, the
Fisherman " last July as a prize for having
her catechism well learned. This year she
is working for the gold medal. We all wish
her success, don't we ? All these small folk
and all the others everywhere are invited to
write often to Uncle Jack.
These boys and girls have received badges
and Manuals during the past week :
?

John F. Ryan,

Daniel

East Cambridge,

"
"

Coffey,

Frank McMahon,
Tillie Sennett,

.

Mary Agnes Lyons,

Edward Sweeney,
Ellen Hogan,
Sadie Sullivan,
Hanna O'Connell,
M. Shealey,

"
Cambridgeport,

Frank B. Colleton,
Mary Riordan,
Lena Kern,
Frank Wholley,

Brockton,
East Boston,
Boston,
West Roxbury,
Clinton,
Danvers,
Bradford,
Allston,
Walnut Hill,
Boston,

John
John

Lawrence.

J. J. Guidrey,
J. F. McMullen,

Mary Carroll,
Francis J. Devereaux,
Mary Guidry,

Casey,
Maloney,

UNCLE

JACK.

The first iron bridge ever erected in
the world, and which is in constant

use at the present time, spans a little"
river in the County of Salop, on the
railroad leading from Shrewsbury to
Worcester, England. It was built in
the year 1778, is exactly ninety-six
feet in length ; total amount of iron
used in construction, 378 tons.
Stephenson, the great engineer, in
writing concerning it, said, "When
we consider the fact that the casting
of iron was at that time in its infancy,
we are convinced that unblushing
audacity alone could conceive and
carry into execution such an under-

taking."
«\u25a0\u25a0>

California stands first in gold and

F
Factsnd igures.

liwog.

THE CREATOR'S WISDOM AS SHOWN
IN NATURE.
CONERPIG OLLIWOGS.
About this time of the year we recommend those of our young readers
who live outside of the cities to pay
attention to the water near the edges
of shallow ponds, and in the ditches
by the roadside. If they look carefully they will very likely notice a
singular-looking object lying in," or
floating upon, the water. At first
sight it resembles an irregular mass of
jelly, only a little less transparent
than the water itself. If, now, this
substance be brought to hand and
examined more attentively it will be
seen to be a long string of round
globules of jelly, arranged after the
fashion of pearls in a necklace, only
in this case the pearls are set closely
together. These pearls, whether
viewed singly or in the mass, are very
transparent and appear to be quite
without structure except for a small
black spot near the centre of each
pearl. The beads of this singular
necklace, which sometimes measures
many feet in length, are about as
large as a good sized huckleberry and
each one contains, as we have said, a
small black spot near its centre.
What is this remarkable object?
Is it animal or vegetable? It is
purely animal. In a word it is a collection of the eggs of our common
frog. The frogs pair in early spring,
and make a good deal of noise, too,
in singing their love-songs, as most
of our country readers know. The
eggs are laid in the water. Each
egg consists of jelly enclosing the
black speck we have mentioned, and
is connected with the one that goes
before and the one that follows it by
the same substance, which is quite
tough, for all it seems so frail. The
little black spot in each bead of jelly
is the germ of the future animal.
If we take home with us this mass
of jelly and put in it an open vessel of
water (a glass globe such as goldfish
are kept in is best for the purpose)
setting it where it will be kept warm
and will get the sunshine, we may
watch the developmentof the egg into
the living animal. It is a simple and
easy experiment, and is well worth
making.
After three or four days the black
spot is seen to be undergoing a
change. It grows longer and longer,
and as it increases in length it assumes a curved shape, since it has
grown too long to lie straight in the
small round cell which holds it. After
a few days we see that one end gets
larger than the other, so that it looks
like a small worm with a big head
tapering to a sharp tail. About this
time, too, we shall see that the creature begins to move in its narrow
cell, and after a day or two more we
may be surprised to find that it has
eaten its way through the walls of its
jelly cell, and is now wriggling about
freely in the water? a very small

.

?

THE FIRST IRON BRIDGE.

grapes.

but perfectly formed tadpole, or pol-

FamilrScience.

Let us put some fresh water into
the globe and keep our tadpoles ?all
of whom are now out of their egg
prison?a little longer. As we
watch them from day to day we shall
see that on each side of the head are
formed large gills, like plumes of
feathers. These gills are, at present,
the lungs of the tadpoles, by means
of which they breathe the air in the
water (which must be .keep fresh)
just as a fish does. Our tadpoles are
now getting so big that we cannot
well keep them any longer in the vessel of water. It is better therefore
to take them to the pond or ditch from
which we got the eggs. By damming
in a small space of water with a mud
dam we shall be able to keep them
alive, and watch their further growth.
The next change which the tadpole
undergoes is the loss of its gill plumes
which wither and disappear. The
tadpole now breathes by other gills
hidden in the head just as is the case
with fishes. At the same time a
small pair of legs begins to appear
on the under side of the body between
head and tail, for at this stage of its
growth it is apparently nothing but
head and tail. After these legs have
attained considerable length another
pair of legs in front pushes through
the skin and the tadpole now presents
a singular appearance. Soon the
broad flat tail begins to diminish in
size and in a few days is reduced to
a mere stump; the body lengthens
and thickens and it begins to look
quite like a frog. At the same time
the internal gills begin to disappear;
true lungs, such as all land animals
have, take their place as the breathing apparatus. The frog now spends
part of its time on land, and all that
is left of the tadpole stage is a short
stumpy tail, which, however, soon
disappears. When this is accomplished the tadpole is completely
transformedinto a frog.
Toads which, as we can easily see,
are related to the frogs, undergo the
same change from the egg to the
adult stage, which we have been describing in the frogs. But whereas
the frog always spends part of his
time in the water, the toad, in its
adult form, never enters the water of
his own accord except at the pairing
season. The eggs of the toad, which
are also laid and hatched in the water,
look very much like the frogs' eggs;
but the former are deposited in large
shapeless masses, and never in long
strings like the latter.

Sweden, with a population of
4,350,000, has but 289 drug-stores,
or one to each fifteen thousand inhabitants. In the city of Boston
alone there are about four hundred,
or at least one hundred more than in
all of Sweden. No patent medicines
are allowed to be imported into Sweden nor manufactured there.
Kansas, with prohibition and 100,-000 more people than Texas, has but
one penitentiary and 995 prisoners ;
while Texas, with saloons, has two

penitentiaries and 8,000 convicts,

Pekin, China, has 15,000 police.

Vekice is built on eighty islands.
The Union Pacific Railway crosses
nine mountain ranges.
The catacombs of Rome contain
the remains of about six million people.

The surface of Lake Superior is
six hundred and two feet above the
ocean's level.
The first free public school ever
established in the world was not at
Dorchester, Mass, in 1639.
The first sawmill in Minnesota was
built in 1821 at the falls of St.
Anthony. Now there are 330 mills,
employing 17,472 men.

In Japan a man can live like a gentleman for about 8250 a year. This
sum will pay the rent of a house, the
salaries of two servants, and supply
plenty of food.
In the West India Islands, Nubia
and the Soudan whistling trees are
found. Peculiar shaped leaves and
pods, with a split or open edge,
give the wind a chance.
A

~

in the Kern mountains
of California is making a handsome
fortune out of Angora goats. From
1,800 female goats last season his
flock of kids increased 2,480.
rancher

In 1286 public bakeries were established in Paris, and inspectors
were appointedto see that the loaves
were of proper weight, and that no
lime or clay was mixed with the
bread.
An organist says that a cow moos
in a perfect fifth, octave, or tenth ; a
dog barks in a fifth or fourth; a donkey brays in a perfect octave, and a
horse neighs in a descent on the
chromatic scale.

Snow appears white because it is
an aggregation of an infinite numberof
minute crystals, each reflecting all
the colors of the rainbow. These
colors, uniting before they reach the
eye, cause it to appear white to every
normal eye.
The bottom of the North Atlantic

Ocean, says Prof. Huxley, is one of
the widest and most even plains in
the world. If the sea were drained
off, a wagon might be driven all the
way from Velentia, on the west coast
of Ireland, to Trinity Bay in Newfoundland. From Valentia the road
would lie down hill for about two
hundred miles to the point at which
the bottom is now covered by seventeen hundred fathoms of sea water.
Then would come the central plain,
more than a thousand miles wide, the
inequalities of the surface of which
would be hardly perceptible, though
the depth of water upon it nowvaries
from ten thousand to fifteen thousand
feet.
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Of course we justly look upon the him that gave her that transcendent
Blessed Virgin as the purest and the position of power and influence which
The recurrence of the charming most transcendently beautiful and they attributed to her and from
month of May
very appropriately holy of all human beings. Moreover, which they derived such an impulse
called the month of Mary
reminds if Jesus is really God, as we believe, in the path of virtue as carried them
us of the delightful and edifying then Mary, his mother, must be the to the very heights of sanctity.
Let us imitate their example and,
devotion to the Blessed Virgin Mary. most exalted, the most honorable
That it is a delightful and edifying- and the most worthy of veneration of please God, we too may enjoy at
devotion we have the experience of all creatures. It is also clear that least a share in their blessedness.
all good Catholics and the testimony she must be very influential with her
of the saints to prove. Yet we fear Son. As it is impossible to conceive
UNMARRIED CLERGY.
?

?

this devotion is not so generally
appreciated-as it should be, even by
Catholics who, in theory at least,
have no doubt on the subject.
It is a pertinent and timely question then, Why is this? What are
the obstacles that lie in the way of the
full realization of the very great blessings which flow from this devotion?
In the first place, it is to be feared
that Catholics, especially those who
have not been well instructed in their
religion, are too much influenced by
the prejudices of Protestants by
whom they are surrounded, and with
whom they are associated in the
various relations of life. Those
Protestant friends are not slow to
express their opinions, and as they
know nothing about the real character of the Blessed Virgin, or of the
reasons for devotion to her, they do
not hesitate to express themselves
very strongly and decidedly not to
say contemptuously.
They, of
course, can give a multitude of
reasons why they think the devotion
unauthorized, unreasonable, and even
idolatrous. The constant and confident repetition of argument, and even
of ridicule and contempt, will of
course have its influence, as we have
said, on the minds of uninstructed
and therefore half-hearted, nominal
Catholics.
And this suggests the second
obstacle, which is intellectual ?the
want of a proper knowledge and
appreciation of the real position of
the Blessed Virgin in the great work
of redemption. Catholics have full
and implicit faith in the supernatural
character of Christianity. They
have entire confidence in the testimony of Holy Writ in regard to the
manner of the conception and birth
of our divine Lord. In a word, they
believe that Jesus was divinely conceived in the womb of the Blessed
that he was divine and
Virgin
therefore Mary was really and truly
the Mother of God Theotokoa as
she was solemnly declared by the
Council of Ephesus to the great joy
of the whole Catholic body.
We believe that Mary was divinely
prepared for the reception of this
divine guest by being preserved from
the stain of original sin. We believe
it because reason, common sense and
the fitness of things demand it. If
and we do
Jesus really was God
then it
not for a moment doubt it
is abhorrent to all our ideas of the fitness of things to suppose that that
divine Being would receive a body
from his mother tainted with original
sin. This is the doctrine of the Immaculate Conception which has been
declared a dogma of the Church and
which our Protestant friends are so
free to criticize., and even revile.
?

?

?

?

?

?

the depth of the affection and
spiritual union that existed between
the Son and the Mother on earth, an
affection which prompted him to listen to every?even the least
wish
on" her part, so, now that they are
both in heaven they are not divided,
but if possible, more intimately
united, nor does he cease to respect
her wishes and grant her prayers.
On earth she was supremely devoted to the work which he came to
accomplish. Her whole heart and
soul were in the work, and her whole
life was devoted to its furtherance.
Son and Mother were of one heart
and one soul. So it is impossible to
conceive that she takes less interest
in the great work of our salvation,
now that she is with him in heaven
than when they were both upon
earth. She is all-powerfulwith him
and she never ceases to pray for us,
especially for those who appeal to
her for help in the great and difficult
work of salvation. Jesus is our
King as well as our Saviour and she
is the Queen mother
our powerful
intercessor at court. Truly, it is
lovely, it is beautiful and consoling
in the highest degree to know and
feel that we have such an intercessor
at the court of heaven.
And this suggests the third obstacle to devotion to the Blessed
Virgin. We are too slow to appreciate the blessedness of this devotion
and to avail ourselves of the aid,
the comfort and the consolation
and encouragement which it imparts
to every faithful and devoted client
of Mary. Think of the powerful influence which this devotion exerts in
elevating and purifying our weak and
of

?

?

corrupt nature.

We are influenced by our ideals.
Where in all creation can there be
found an ideal so exalted, so beautiful, so noble and so attractive as
that of the pure and immaculate
Mother of Jesus ? It was this ideal
which in ages past elevated the character of woman and gave her her
present honorable position in society.
It was this ideal that stimulated the
saints in their heroic acts of selfdenial and labors for the good of
others. Their devotion to the holy
Mother of God was intense. They
burned with an ardent and undying
love to her.
Worship her? No, not as a divinity, but they felt perfectly justified
in rendering to her a degree of honor,
love and devotion only short of that
which was due to her divine Son.
She was, of course, always associated with her divine Son in all their
devotions. Their worship was the
worship of Jesus in the arms of his
Mother. She was nothing without
him. It was her intimate union with

One«of our Boston religious exchanges thinks that the Catholic
" doctrine of clerical celibacy is an
affront to the marriage relation."
Our contemporary is finding fault
really with Christian revelation, not
with the Catholic Church. The
Church, guided by the Holy Ghost
and Christian revelation, has a higher
conception of marriage and celibacy
than is held by our friend who
objects, or by any Protestant.
Marriage is a sacrament instituted
by Christ, to bless and sanctify
the indissoluble union of husband
and wife. Protestants have robbed
marriage of its sacred and indissoluble character, reducing it to the
level of a mere contract, to be
broken, virtually, at the whim of
either party.
Celibacy is a higher and holier
state, and is offered to the free choice
of those who are specially called and
receive grace to live in that state.
Marriage and celibacy are both from
God and cannot be in conflict.
Those persons who consider the
Church's doctrine of celibacy an
"
affront to the marriage relation"
should say what they think of St.
Paul, who (1 Cor., vii.) gives us the
exact doctrine taught by the Church.
St. Paul praises marriage but prefers
celibacy, for, he says: "He that is
without a wife is solicitous for the
things that belong to the Lord, how
he may please God but he that is
with a wife is solicitousfor the tilings
of the world, how he may please his
wife, and he is divided."
Experience abundantly shows this
to be true. See the Catholic priest
and the Protestant minister in a
cholera or smallpox epidemic. The
priest goes among the sick and dying,
administering the sacraments regardless of personal danger. The Protestant minister cannot afford to do
the same ; he might carry the disease
home to the youngsters, and in fact
his wife would not let him expose
himself and them in this manner, and
so the poor man is " divided."
The unmarried priest is able to
devote his whole attention and all
his resources, intellectual and material, to the cause of religion, while
the married minister, with the obligation of supplying his wife with the
latest style of bonnet, and his
numerous children with what modern
fashion prescribes, cannot afford to
be generous to the church. He is
agiin " divided," and his wife and
children get the better and richer half.
The paper from which we have
quoted is no doubt very kind in its
desire to load down the priest with
the onerous and costly burden of a
wife and family, but it it, a mistaken

'
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BY JOHN PATRICK BROWN.

"

O Peregrine!
What saw you in Givet?"
O friend of mine !
An arm so graceful and so fair,
That flashed a moment in the air
From out a Mar sard window high
Above the slow-awaking street,
The misty morning breeze to try,
The misty morning light to greet.
No fairer reached the first fair arm
Into the boughs in Paradise,
And through the break let in the harm
Of light on two unguarded eyes,
Than this one in Givet,

"

THE GENERAL INTENTION FOR MAY.
The Holy Father announces as the
general intention for this month,
Splendor of Divine Worship."
" The
Many persons object to our Catholic worship because we use flowers,
lights, beautiful vestments, incense
and music. They say that we ought
to pray to God and worship him
without anything of this kind, and
they make their own service as plain
and severely simple, or as we would
say, as bald and unimpressive, as
possible.
These persons seem to forget some
very important truths. If they were
going to receive the President of the
United States, or the Prince of Wales
or some other great personage, they
would not dream of asking him into
a poor, cold, barely furnished hall,
with nothing but the walls and a few
Nothing more would lie
chairs.
actually necessary, and yet no one
would think of doing such a thing.
It is a part of human nature to nuike
outward signs of the feelings of the
heart, and from this has sprung the
custom of doing so. Men are impressed by their surroundings, their
hearts arc lifted up, and carried
away from common things by the
beauty and the splendor and the
ceremony of some great occasion.
The grand churches and the splendid
and solemn rites serve a double purpose : they impress the worshippers
with the solemnity and importance of
our worship of God, and lift our
hearts towards him ; and again they
show to all men the honor and love
that we feel for our Creatoi and
sovereign Lord. We may pray as
truly in a humble and homelychapel,
but the ceremony and splendor are a
help to us and an honor to God among
men.

TO HELP FATHERS AND MOTHERS.
The League of Little Defenders of
the Holy Name is a great help to
parents. It teaches the children to
control their tongues and their
tempers. It encourages them to read
good, sound reading and to despise
the cheap and good-for-nothingbooks
and papers whicli only do them harm.
They are encouraged to be good,
conscientious, consistent Catholics
and good citizens. There are already
nearly 1,000 members of the League.
One subscription to the Sacked
Hkakt Review, with full price for a
year, $2, gets a beautiful badge and
a Manual for any boy or girl.
The A. P. A. are trying hard to
make all Catholics hate them but we
positively refuse. We insist upon
forgiving them, whether they like it
or not.

is no answer; the road grows thornier, the sky blacker, the burden
heavier, the light more dim. Nevertheless, we tread the path of the
predestinate, the path that leads to
heaven.

GIVET.

The priest's wife is his
To
the Church he gives his
Church.
best love, his loyal service, his labor,
his time, his means, his life. He
knows no other love, no other interest, and it is cruelty, not kindness,
to divert his attention or try to alienate his affections from the Church
of God, the Bride of Christ.
kindness.

" What are these that glow from afar,
These that lean over the golden bar,
Strong as the lion, meek as the dove.
With open arms and hearts of love?
They the blessed ones gone before,
They the blessed forevermore.
Out of great tribulation they went
Home to their home of heaven-content;
Through flood, or blood, or furnace lire,
To t/ie rest thai fulfils desire."

It is the old story. Everywhere,"
"
St. Augustine teaches, every"
where the greater joy is ushered in
by the greater pain." That eternal
rest that fulfils desire comes after the
long struggle, the continued supplication, the dire distress. And before ever Augustine with all his
knowledge had learned the lessons of
heavenly patience and the art of hoping against hope, there was one who
was hoping for him, having patience
with him, waiting for him, when all
human hope seemed gone, and whose
name stands uplifted in the Church
that men ma}- call upon it, and take
courage to pray unceasingly to God
for the salvation of immortal souls.
Augustine's
Seventeen years
mother, Monica, prayed for her husband's conversion, seventeen more
for her wayward and sinning son.
In both cases the prayer was granted ;
God gave her her heart's desire, and
did not deny her the request of her
lips. But who shall attempt to describe the anguish, or who number
the petitions, the penances, the tears,
who shall estimate the value of that
undying patience of a woman's love,
that won at last from God the
prize she sought? And who
can think
without
shuddering
of the depth of that dark gulf,
beside which she had to walk year
after year in ever increasing misery,
yet ever calling upon God through
everything : " Though thou slay me.
yet will I trust in thee ! " She saw
her son, once enrolled as a Christian
catechumen, embrace heresy, teach
it, use his wonderful influence over
men's minds to pervert and enslave
them ; she beheld him an open and
proud apostate; and she knew that
he lived moreover in open and shameless sin. "0 my God! " exclaims
her son, that child of too many tears
ever to lie lost, "() my God! if I
had died then, where would have
been my soul? But I was preserved
by my mother's prayers. Never can
I describe what her love for me was.
If I did not long ago perish in
sin and misery, it is because of the
long and faithful tears with which
she pleaded for me."
The victory was won at last, but
it was because of those tears immortalized in the Church's annals,
those well-nigh unceasing tearswherewith that patient mother had pleaded
before God by day and night; and
because of the sacrifice of her heart's
blood a thousand times untiringly renewed, year upon year, for her son's
salvation. Then even upon earth
cawie the rest thdt fulfils desire \ the
as

What saw you in Givet'"
O friend of mine !
Three hundred wMte caps bobbing up,
1hree hundred bobbing down, to stop
Or speed the fierce-fought bargaining
Upon the swarming market p'ace,
Where eager Flemish women sing
The song of travail of their race.
On Babel's mart, to women first
The shock of many strange tongues came ;
And worry of that hour accurst
Still works in them; so do not blame
The women of Givet

"

What saw you in Givet?"
" O friend of mine !
The church so spacious and so white,
In from the misty morning light
Not dead, but pulsing with the blood
Of the expiring Sacrifice;
Near which men-bearing women stood,
And ga/ed entranced with tearful eyes,
Or kissed with loving lips the ground,
Like them that stole at Ret of sun
Beneath the out-stretched arms, and round
The feet of the All-saving One
I saw this in Givet
O friend of mine ! "
?

:

THE SUNDAY OF HOLY
EXPECTATION.
The Sunday within the Octave of
the Ascension is the Sunday of
expectation, of waiting, of holy
hope. Our divine Lord has ascended
into heaven, but he has promised his
disciples that One shall come, whose
blessed advent shall make it actually
"expedient" for them that he should
go away. And so in the introit the
Church exclaims:
Hear, O Lord, my voice, with
which I have cried out to thee, Allelulia. My heart hath said it to thee
I have sought thy face I will seek
thy face, O Lord turn not thy face
from me. The Lord is my light and
my salvation: whom shall I fear?'
Then, after the epistle, comes the
versicle: "I will not leave you
orphans : I am going, but I will
come to you again, and your hearts
shall rejoice."
All men know what it is to hope
and to expect, but all men do not
know how to wait long for God. He
tells us of a future good, but he does
not tell us when that good shall be.
It is his will that we should wait
patiently for him, and show our trust
in his loving providence, no matter
how dark the outlook is. Yet time
and again we make David's bitter
complaint our own : "I am weary of
my crying, my throat is dried ; mine
eyes fail, while I wait for my God.
1 am in trouble, hear me
speedily." And time and again there
?

"

:

...

:

:

...

rest that embalmed with its heavenly
sweetness even here the mother's
soul. She saw her son not only a repentant sinner, but pressing forward
with strong endeavor to the heights
of sanctity : she saw him not content

with the ordinary standard of ordinary goodness, but absorbed in God,
and yearning for entire union with
him. Can we estimate the joy that
thrilled her, or picture to ourselves
her overwhelming bliss? Ary Scheffer
has painted for us on canvas what
St. Augustine has yet more beautifully portrayed in words, how she'
"
and I stood alone, leaning in a certain window which looked into the
garden of the house where we were,
near Ostia. We were discoursing
there together, alone, very sweetly;
and forgetting those things which
are behind, and reaching forth unto
those things which are before, we
were inquiring between ourselves, in
the presence of the truth, which thou
art, O God ! of what sort the eternal
life of the saints was to be, which
eye hath not seen, nor ear heard, nor
hath it entered into the heart of man."
Doubtless some one will read these
lines, whose heart is heavy with the
burden of sinning souls; some one
who has prayed long and fervently,
but the prayers go unanswered, and
the souls so dear sink deeper into
sin. On this Sunday of holy expectancy. Monica and Augustine speak
from heaven, bidding you in God's
great name to persevere. "Man!"
says St. Bernard, " if thou desire a
noble and holy life, and unceasingly
prayest to God for it, thou shalt find
it, though it be at the last hour and
moment of thy existence; and if
thou find it not then, thou shalt find
it in eternity. Of this be assured."
Bind up those precious lives in the
bundle of your life, and pray with
like faith for them.
THE KIND OF LETTERS

WE ARE

GETTING.
The following letter is printed as
a sample of what we are receiving
every day. It will be of interest to
our readers, whether young or old.
It is from a well known business man
of the South End, Boston. ()ur correspondent says :
?

" I do not think $2 a year too much for
the Review. 1 think it a very tine paper
and well worth it, particularly in a house
where there is a family, /would not be
without it if it were $5 a year. Enclosed
find check for renewal. Please send
badge and Manual for my little son
Frank, aged six years. He watches as
anxiously every week for the Review as
any of us, and we read him Uncle Jack's
letters. He has five little brothers and
sisters younger than himself, and he himself has formed a Chapter. He is very
anxiously waiting till he shall be able to
write and send Uncle Jack a letter. He
is a very happy boy in thinking that he is
to have a badge and a Manual."

Interest in the League is not and
should not be confined to the children.
It is designed to help parents in their
duty of bringing up the children as
good Catholics and good citizens,
and the fathers and mothers should
realize, as little Frank's father does,
the importance and the duty of supporting and spreading it.
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AmonJgO
ust urselves.
CONDUCTED BY AUNT BRIDE.

THK

followinglittleletter which has
drifted onto Aunt Bride's desk
has given her plenty to think
about. Whether what she has to say
to this particular little girl will fit
either her individual case or any other
is more than she can surmise.
East Cambridge, Mass-,
March 31, 1894.
Dear Aunt Bride :
Seeing that you have a page as well as
Uncle Jack I propose to write to you. I am
thirteen years old and expect to graduate in
June. I do not care to go to the high school
so I will leave it for you to say in answer to
this letter what you think best for a girl of
my age to do.
W. E. F.
?

Dear little W. E. F. your letter is
most welcome and Aunt Bride will try

to do her best for you. Everybody
says that advice is the cheapest thing
and the easiest to give, but it seems
to Aunt Bride a very difficult matter
indeed to be sure of the right thing
to say to you or for that matter to
any little girl who is ready to emerge
from the school chrysalis and try
those pretty, weak butterfly wings
in the cold air of the workaday
world. Ten years from now you will
probably realize what an awe-inspiring question it is you have put to
Aunt Bride. Not for worlds would
she decide what is best for you to do
without knowing you personally,
knowing something about your needs,
your preferences and your health.
This latter seems to Aunt Bride very
important, more so than she can explain to you in a little newspaper
talk. Thirteen is a critical age for
most little girls and unless they have
wise mothers and teachers they are
apt to develop more nerves than they
will have readjusted at thirty.
Aunt Bride's ideas are not always
practical, she fears, but if she could
have her way about this matter, little
girls of thirteen would not be allowed
to sit in close schoolrooms and drain
all the life blood off to their brains
to be spent on things they will forget
in a year, and they would not go into
shops as errand girls or to run machines in a factory. She would have
the little woman stay at home for this
year and in the mornings she should
study with her mother. Cooking and
sweeping and sewing and mendiDg
should be her studies. The business
of life for the great majority of
women, you know, is to keep house.
That is usually her part in the business of making homes and a very
important business that is too, not
only to those immediately concerned
but to the community, the city and
the nation. Sombody much wiser
than Aunt Bride said long ago that
as the homes were, the nation is. The
nation builders are brought up in the
homes and it is the home influence
that moulds the nation in the end.
Aunt Bride firmly believes that every
little girl should be taught these
trades that underlie the home, no
matter what the circumstancesof her
grown-up life may be expected to be,
whether she is going to pay for having

all her household work done, or going
to work in a factory, write books,paint pictures or just keep house as
most women do and always will, Aunt
Bride hopes. After she has learned
to be a homemaker she can begin on
something else, if she likes or must.
All this isn't answering Aunt Bride's
little correspondent, is it? But perhaps she will think favorably of this
suggestion and will study with mother
a year before starting out to earn, a
living, more particularly as in Massachusetts, children are forbidden by
law to go to work at anything until
they are fourteen years old.
Thirteenseemsa veryyoung agefor a
little girl to leave school if she has
an opportunity to stay as long as she
likes. She will undoubtedly find use
for all the knowledge she can assimilate, though to be sure one needn't
stop learning anything the minute one
leaves school. In fact, Aunt Bride
happens to know that one of the best
known and most influential literary
women in this country never went to
school after she was fifteen and she
says herself that she never learned
anything at school after she was
twelve. And if Aunt Bride's girl
happens to prefer a trade such as
dressmaking, millinery, upholstery or
similar work, it is just as well to begin as soon as one has settled the
corner-stone of an education and to
supplement the writing, spelling and
arithmetic with technical information
concerning the particular occupation
one has chosen.
There is one thing about her little
correspondent's letter that has impressed Aunt Bride. For a thirteen
year old writer, this little girl writes
very plainly and correctly. The
punctuation marks are in the right
places and the language is simple and
direct. And Aunt Bride receives
enough letters to make her sure these
qualities are not so common to grammar school pupils as they might be.
The fact that she doesthese things well
has suggested to Aunt Bride that she
maybe thinking of bookkeeping,stenography and typewriting. In that
case she ought to take a course at a
business school and supplement it
with the study of Spanish or German.
To be first-class in this line she will
need to read a great deal, not only
read books but the accounts of politics andforeign and nationaland municipal events in the newspapers. General information is a very necessary
qualification for a thoroughly good
stenographer.
Or if she wants an occupation not
quite so crowded, perhaps she can
take a course in a technical school
and learn to make designs for carpets
and wall papers. This pays well if
the designer have a talentfor the work
as well as patience and the desire to
know things thoroughly.
If courses in technical schools and
business colleges are too expensive
for Aunt Bride's girl, perhaps she
can get into a photograph gallery and
learn the trade, and by outside study
make it an art. For all-around satisfaction however, there is nothing
with which Aunt Bride is acquainted
that stands ahead of the sewing

trades. Women make a comfortable
living at many things, but dressmaking alone shows numbers of women
who have made independent fortunes.
Leaving aside the possibility of the
fortune which can only come to the
woman who has business ability as
well as artistic taste, any really good
sewing woman is assured of better
wages than three-quarters of the other
women wage-earnersreceive. Women
who go to private houses to do plain
sewing get from one dollar to $2.50
a day, and this includes at least one
good meal and sometimes two.
Dressmakers who can design, drape,
cut and fit, get more. Shroud making, Aunt Bride has been told, is one
of the best paying, all-the-year-round
trades there are. Dying is not confined to seasons, so there are no dull
times in this trade. It is not overcrowded, either. Sewing canvas for
stage scenery is also said to require
peculiar skill which makes those who
are expert always in demand. It
pays well, too.
Isn't this the sort of talk W. E. JF.
wanted? If not, perhaps she will
write again and tell Aunt Bride what
she thinks she would like best to do,
so much depends on a girl's preferences and opportunities, you know.
Aunt Bride.

NOTICE TO READERS.
If you are going away, send us
your present address as well as the
new one.
When you write about it, give the
name that is on your paper, and not
the name of any other memberof the
family.

Nearly Helpless
for Three Months

with Rheumatism

A. F. Oliver, of Wakefield, Mass., was
a victim of rheumatism, which attacked
him in such an acute form that for three
months he could not work and was prac-

tically helpless.

He tried doctors' medicines, liniments,
and everything
he could think of, but
was not benefited. At last a Salem lady
who had suffered from rheumatism herself and been cured by

nanas
Wvw

SARSAPARILLA

to try "The Kind That
Cures." He hadn't taken it a week before he felt better, and in a month's time
was well and about his work as usual.
He says that Dana's did it.

Advised him

Dana's Pills cure Liver and Kidney Troubles.
95 cents.

Cherokee County, N. C, where it is
found in leaves and scales, very much
like slate; it is easily mined with
ordinary tools and can be sawed or
even broken by hand. It has brought
as high as $600 per carload in the
market.

Any one who renews an old subscription or sends us a new one, with
two dollars for the year, can have a
Few realize how useful talc has be- Defenders' badge and a Manual sent
come now that it is mined at many to any child who belongs to the Leapoints from New York to Alabama. gue, or who will join it.
Being thoroughly incombustible it is
of great value in the manufacture of
fire-proof wall paper, paper window
curtains, etc. Even in its crude state
it has a very oily " feel," and is found
to yield one of the best lubricants
known. Mixed with common grades
of soap it makes them as pleasant to
the touch as the choicest brands, rendering the skin smooth and soft, although entirely without any cleaning
qualities. It is also largely used in
If you are lo bring out a friend from the "Old
the manufacturing of patent wall Country" this Spring or intend to take a tripPassage
across
it will be to your advartage to purchase the
plaster, in which its addition gives a Ticket at the old reliable Steamship and Foreign
Exchange Office of
smooth, glossy finish to walls and
ceilings that no other substance lends.
13 Bow Street,
Talc powder,duly refined,is exquisitely
(A few doors from City Square.)
and
Hence
it
makes
grained.
soft
fine
CHARLESTOWN, MASS.
an excellent infant powder, softening
M. J. Roche has been Steamship Agent fnr the
ten years, during which time he has s.ent thouthe tenderest skin and preventing past
sands of passengers to and from Ireland, and all parts
of Europe, and no accident has ever befallen a paschafing, irritation, or even "prickly seng*r booked at his office. He is agent for all the
Lines of Steamships, such as the Cunard, White
heat," as will no other substance. So, best
Star, Dominion, etc., and the price of tickets at his
office is just the same as at the Boston offices. Drafts
too, it makes an unsurpassed mould- for One Pound Sterling and upwards at the Lowest
Rates.
ing sand for casting metals in, both
N. B. Don't forget the address; 13 Bow
Chariest own. Open all day and evenings
its fireproof and finegrained qualities Street,
till 9 o'clock. It >ou cannot call, write, as mail and
express
orders receive prompt attention.
being very valuable in fine work
Mixed with rubber it renders it more
Established 1864.
elastic and less liable to crack. From
it is also made French chalk " used
"
INTERIOR DECORATORS OF
by tailors, and shoe dealers use it in
the powered form to coax a No. 9
foot into a No. 6 shoe. The richest
rrc.
Boston, Mast.
talc mines are now being worked in 27 Beach St.,

THE MANY USES OF TALC.

Passage lite

MartinJ. Roche

Chas. J. Schumacher & Sods,
Churches,

- -

Halls,

The Sacred

LIOrisuh etter.
[The Committee appointedat the time of the visit of Hon.
Edward Blake, M. P., has issued an appeal for contributions
to the Home Rule cause, especially needed at this time. TnE
SACRED He.'.rt Review is authorized to receive and
acknowledge all contributions sent to this office. It is hoped
that the response to the appeal will he prompt and generous.]

O, Erin, my country ! though strangers may roam
The hills and the valleys 1 once called my own,
Thy lakes and thy mountains no longer I see,
Yet
as ever my heart beats for thee.
O cushla machree,
M' heart beats for thee;
Erin ! Erin ! my heart beats for thee.
Though years have rolled over since last time we
met.

Yet lived I a thousand I could not forget
The true hearts that loved me, the bright eyes that
shone
Like stars in the heavens of days that are gone.
O cushla machree,
Mv heart beats for thee ;
Erin ! Eiin ! my heart beats for thee.
Dear home of my youth, I may see thee no more,
Yet memory treasures the bright days of yore
And my heart's latest wish, the last sigh of my
breast
Shall be given to thee, Emerald Isle of the West.
O cushla machree.
My heart beats for thee ;
Erin 1 Erin 1 my heart beats for tbee.

Thirty

milesfrom dear oldGalway,

just on the outside of the

beautiful

bay, lie the Arran Islands, three in
number, peeping up their heads like
emerald gems on the bosom of the
broad Atlantic, from whence come to
us terrible tales of misery and starvation the natural
the cruel
and heartless evictions which have
recently taken place. The first instalmentof the eviction crusade turned
out on the roadside twenty-four families representing 152 human beings.
But there are also other evictions to
follow which will involve at least one
thousand souls. The tenants who
were singled out by landlord greed
and rapacity 'to form the first batch
of evictions were those who were considered the best off in the islands.
Their condition was, however, pitiable

and wretched in the extreme. Some
of them had paid every farthing they
possessed to the landlord some months
ago, and have been on the verge of
starvation ever since. John O'Donnell, who was evicted for the nonpayment of £13, held 10 acres of
land and he paid his last penny to
the hard-hearted landlord in June
last. Michael Derrane paid eight
guineas in June but was evicted for
an arrear of a little over £20.
These
two are examples for the whole, and
of the rest of the tenants some had
paid instalments of rent even more
recently than June last, and owing to
the total failure of the potato crop
last year, the majority of them, so
far from being able to pay anything
since mid-summer, have been in a
half-starving condition all the winter.
The June payments of last year were
the money received for their cattle
which they sold at Galway fair to
appease the landlords' wrath and
keep the roof-tree over the heads of
themselves and their little ones, and
the fact of their paying this money
shows the great anxiety of the people
to pay all that they possibly could.
With their cattle sold, they boldly
faced the inevitable and kept up their
spirits with the hopes that the produce of the harvest would place them
on their feet again. These hopes,
however, were unfortunately not realised ; the harvest failed and they
found themselves without the wherewithal to procure the bare necessaries of life in the severe winter
months that followed.

When the evictions were threatened
the anxiety of the poor people to
cling to their little cabins, the strenuous efforts born of despair which they
made to put off the evil day (day of
eviction) were pitable to witness.
Friends were appealed to for loans
and the poor people even mortgaged
their future labor to the kelp agent
in their desperation to scrape together
as much money as would satisfy the
avariciousand heartless landlords and
save them from eviction, and the
scenes that were witnessed when the
poor people realized that all their
efforts were futile, that the eviction
brigade had received orders to execute their fiendish work, battle description. Michael Derrane, an industrious man who deserved a better
fate, as we have said, paid eight
guineas in June and was evicted for
non-payment of £20, had £12 scraped
together when the crowbar miscreants
appeared on the threshold. He
tendered the £12 to the landlord and
said that he would pay the remaining
£8 in May, when he sold his three
heifers at Galway fair. The landlord refused to accept the offer and
out Michael Derrane and his little
ones had to go. Michael Mullane who
held 10 acres of land had not a penny
in the world, he looked cold and
famished and stated that he and his
family had suffered enough from hunger. Michael, his wife and six
children were evicted, and that night
had to sleep against a ditch. John
O'Donnell, who was put out of his
home with his wife and sevenchildren,
piteously implored the landlord to
allow his helpless family to sleep in
the pigsty for the night, but his request was refused, and this family of
nine souls passed the night in the
open field, and remained there until
next day when some neighbors, on
learning of their wretched plight, took
them into their homes. The climax of
those cruel evictions was reached when
a poor bliud boy, Thomas McDonnell, was evicted with his old father,
82 years of age and his poor old
mother, 84 years. Kind friends escorted the aged parents to the home
of their married son, but the blind
boy was completely overcome at being evicted from the cot where he was
born and in his grief wandered all
through the night over the rocks of
Arran without food, shelter or guide.
Such, dear readers, is an abridgement of the latest eviction reports
from IrelSnd; reports that are ample
to surcharge us with indignation. It
is almost incredible to us that such
scenes could be enacted under a Libral Government with John Morley at
the helm. However, the facts speak
for themselves and prove conclusively
that John Morley and the Liberal
Government are away behind the
times and so far as evictions are concerned are on the same level with the
Tory Governments of former years.
Those evictions and the events that
lead up to them have sent one good,
generous-hearted Irish priest early
and prematurely to his cold and silent grave. The beloved parish
priest, the idol of his Hock, the good
shepherd of the Arran Isles Father
McPhilpin ?d<ed of a broken heart on
?
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March 29, at the age of 45 years.
Father McPhilpin journeyedto Dublin in February last to press the
claims of his poor parishioners before
the magnates of Dublin Casfle, and
while there spent the days wriiing,
petitioning, telegraphing to John
Morley for therelief that never came,
and the treatment he received from
John Morley is simply infamous.
The following appeal sent to the
friendly Irish papers by the late
Father McPliilpin's curate, Rev.
Michael M'Donald, tells the whole
story and sends John Morley's stock
considerably below par :
?

Dear Sir:
I am forced, much against my will,
to make an appeal to the charitable
public on behalf of the starving poor
of the Arran Ishs. The charitable
public have so often helped Arran in
the past that a sense of gratitude for
the relief so often and so generously
given should prevent an appeal to the
same source aga n ; but the Government of the day has callously refused
any assistance, and the pale faced
people are fainting with hunger.
They are in no way responsible for
the distress that has come upon them.
The beautiful summer which produced
such abundant crops in the country,
parched up the light sandy soil which
scarcely covers the limestone in Arran.
As a const quence the potato crop was
an almost complete failure
most of
them were not worth digging, or did
not grow at all. Here is a case that
is typical. In the Middle Island, a
man named Fat M'Donagh (in whose
house I sleep when I go there) has a
little garden in which he sowed seven
stone of seed. When he dug out the
crop last October the whole produce
was less than nine stone, and when a
pot of these potatoes was ready to go
on the fire I myself put my hands
into it, and (such was the size of the
potatoes) that I took up -t.'S between
my hands! Yet, in response to our
repeated appeals for seed this spring,
Mr. Morley from whom we had a
right to expect consideration coldly
replied that her Majesty's Government had no funds for such purposes
and that an inspector of the Local
Government Board reported the distress was not general in Arran. Now
I make the following statement, and
I challenge any Hoard or Government
official to contradict it. The average
crops of the South and Middle
Islands were no better than the crop
on Fat M'Donagh's garden, and in
many parts of the North Island up
till last week the ridges were still untouched because nothing grew in
them, and while I am writing a
steamer is on her way here from Galway bearing the agent and sheriff and
a large force of police to evict these
starving people because they cannot
pay rent for the land by which they
lost seed and sweat and gained nothing but disappointment and misery ;
and before this letter is in the hands
of my readers many of the destitute
poor of Arran will be without a roof,
save the canopy of heaven.
Our poor parish priest besought the
Government to come to the relief of
his people. He went to Dublin
Castle to press their claims for seed
potatoes, but his appeals were treated
with such callous indifference that he
returned home broken down with
grief and disappointment, and died
on the 29th of March at the early age
of 45. When he had spent nine days
begging at the Castle and obtained
nothing he telegraphed the following
message to Mr. Morley to London
?

?

?

?

:

:

Assimilation of Food,
Increase appetite, soothe the nervous system,
restore strength and flesh, start the vital current anew and to cure all cases of Blood
Troubles, Diseases of the Storacch, Liver,
Kidneys, and Nervous System, Nervous Prostration, Exhausted Vitality, Loss of Memory,
Sleeplessness, Despondency, Incontinence of
Urine, Impotency, Irregular and Painful
Menstruation and Female Complaints it is
necessary you should take

NerVe Tonic

Two medicines in one at the cost of one. The
only preparation formtilnted as such in the
world. Sold by all dealers.
Dalton's Family Pills are helpful, whether
taken in connection with the Sarsaparilla and
Nerve Tonic or separately.

Te'egraphed Wednesday from Dublin
urgently asking relief; appeal unanswered;

contemptuously disregarded ; expected other
treatment from Mr. Morley; on my return
to parish I find distress steadily increasing.

To which the Chief Secretary wired
the following reply

:

?

Local Government Board have adopted
all the necessary precaulions for dealing
with any unexpected emergency.

This reply of the Chief Secretary
means inEnglish ?'' The poprhouse is
open for your people of Arran."
Hence it is. dear sir, when the Government has spurned our petitions,
when starvation is painted on the
pale, lank cheek, when our devoted
pastor is dead and the evictor scattering his" flock, that I am forced earnestly and urgently to appeal to the
charitable public for relief. It is
heartrending to see the little children
sitting where the fire used to be and
crying for something to eat, to see
the infant carried away to be heated
at a neighbor's fire, to see the mother
dying of starvation and her littlechildren stretched around her, to see the
death chamber without a fire, without
a bed except a bundle of last year's
fern, dozed and rotten, on the damp
floor; without bedclothes and without
a chair, except a few stones taken in
off the wall. It is pitiful to see those
sights every day, and to be forced to
turn away one's eyes from God's little
ones because they have not enough of
clothes to cover their bodies.
It is for these I appeal to the public. I ask them in charity's name
for God's sake, to send me something,
and to send it quickly.
Michael M'Donald, C. C.
Arran Isles, Galway, April S, 1804.
We feel sure that Father M'Donald's appealwill meet with a generous
response and that despite the cruel
indifference of the Government, generous Irish hearts the wide world o'er
will not let their kinsfolk starve on
the Arran Isles.
M. J. Roche.

FINE FOOTWEAR
TO ORDER AND READY MADE.

Mi

LIGHT WEIGHT

fin

?

Respectfully and most urgently ask if
seed potatoes and work will be given to
relieve my poor people of the Airan Islands.
I have to leave Dublin to-morrow.

A week elapsed and no reply.
then wired to Mr- Morley again

TO PROMOTE

Hjll

HEAVY SOLED SHOES

|_

He
?

W. F. FAUNCE II SON. 41 COURT gTS, BOSTON,
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MedicaH
l ints.
THE STRAIN OF SCHOOL ON
AMERICAN GIRLS.
Doctor Mitchell deliberately maintains that, for all the best purposes
of female society, it would be better
that American girls were not educated
at all until they were seventeen than
that they were overwrought as they
are at present. They study seven or
eight hours a day, when two or three
would be sufficient to keep their intelligencein training, and all for what?
To spend their after years on a sofa
or in a sick-room, and to be a burden,
instead of a help, to those who are
dearest to them, says McClttre's Magazine. It is a tremendous saying, from
one speaking with authority, that as
much domestic unhappiness is caused
in America by nervousness among
women as by dram-drinking among
men. Yet such is Doctor Weir
Mitchell's verdict. He holds that
every girl ought to be examined as to
her nervous temperament when about
to go to school, and at frequent intervals afterwards; that leisure, exercise, and wholesome meals ought to
be insisted upon; and that studies
ought to be compulsorily diminished,
or discontinued altogether, the moment
the well-known signs of overstrain
appear. If girls are maintained in
normal nervous condition until they
are seventeen, they may study almost
as hard as they please afterwards
without imperilling their woman's life.
But let there be no mistake about it.
Overwork and unnatural worry from
eight or nine to seventeen mean ruin
and wretchedness from seventeen till
early death.
?

DANGERS OF MOUTH BREATHING.
Many children get into the habit of
breathing through the mouth instead
of through the nose. From the condition of a "mouth-breather," it is
but a short step to one of two results
more often both deafness and
that peculiarly stupid, sleepy, inane,
foolish expression of countenance so
characteristic of the "mouth-breather"
in general. To parents who have the
welfare of their children at heart,
such a warning as this should be of
sacred importance. As soon as the
child gives evidence of a tendency to
?

?

breathe constantly through its mouth,
just so soon should intelligent medical
investigation be made of its nostrils,
preferably by a competent and skilful
specialist. Such proper attention at
the right time would save much suffering in its future life.
How's This !
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward
for any case of Catarrh that cannot be
cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
P. H. CHENEY & CO., Props., Toledo, O.
We the undersigned, have known F. J.
Cheney for the last 15 years, and believe
him perfectly honorable in all business
transactions and financially able to carry
out any obligations made by their tirm.
West & Truax, Wholesale Druggists,
Toledo, O.
Waldixo, Kixx.ax & Marvix, Wholesale
Druggists, Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally,
acting directly upon the bfood and mucous
surfaces of the system. Price, 75c. per
bottte. Sold by all Druggists. Testimonials free.
I
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NEW PUBLICATIONS.

A little volume of short stories for
A Brave Baby,"
young children is
by Sarah Wiltse, published by Ginn
& Co., Boston. The first story, from
which the book takes its title, is remarkable and almost incredible, but
the author says that it is true. The
others are of various kinds, some
funny, others more serious, and
mostly about real people, apparently,
while some about the stars and
flowers are rather fanciful, though
perhaps not so much so as to be confusing to child readers. Any child will
be glad to have the book and will read
it many times, with benefit and
pleasure.

"

Walter
has visited the
graves of O'Connell, Mangan, Carleton, Davis, O'Hagan "and other
Irish worthies, " and in a little papercovered book, published by John
Murphy & Co., Baltimore, gives a
sympathetic and poetical description
of the places, and of the impressions
of a patriotic and reverent visitor.
He introduces, also, a good deal of
information about various interesting
matters connected with his subject.
Lecky

vibrations caused, for example, by the
notes of a piano or an organ. This
occurs very commonly in parlors and
music rooms, and a very striking instance is observed in a theatrein Boston, whenever opera is given there,
the sound of one of the woodwind instruments in the orchestra seeming to
come from a certain part of the
lobby, but only to persons seated in
a particular place. " The Sleep of
Mollusks,"
snails, oysters, etc.,
deals with a subject which, presumably, very few persons have ever
thought about, and one on the uses of
the oil pressed from cottonseed tells
facts which not many persons are
supposed to know. Other articles are
Ancient and Medheval Chemistry, '
Sketch of Sir John Henry Gilbert,"
"The Guests of the Mayflower,"
Frost-forms on Roan Mountain,"
Economic Uses of Non-edibleFish,"
and Religious Belief as a Basis of
morality," which comes under the
catalogue alluded to iu the openiug of
this notice. There are the. usual departments of literary notices, popular
?

?

-

"
"
"
"

"

miscellany,

etc.

SMALL BUT EFFECTIVE,
Was the little Monitor that met the Merrimac at Hampton Roads. So too are Dr.
Pierces Pleasant Pellets, effective in conquering the enemy?disease. When you take a
pili it's an important point to have them
small?provided they have equal strength
and efficacy. You find what you want in
these little liver pills of Dr. Pierce. They're
put up in a better way, and they act in a
better way, than the huge old-fashioned pills.
What you want when you're "all out of
sorts"?grumpy, thick-headed and take a
gloomy view of life, is these Pellets to clear
up yonr system and start yonr liver into
healthful action. Sick Headache, Bilious
Headache, Constipation, Indigestion, Bilious
Attacks, and all derangements of the liver,
stomach and bowels, are } »revented, relieved,
and cured. Put up in sealed glass vials, and
always fresh and reliable.
Jamks William Craig, Esq., of Georgetown,
Ky., says: "My wife thinks your little 'Pellets ' are the greatest pills out."

Important Announcement.
Our readers must not mistake the,
nature of the remarkable announcement
in another column over the signature of
Paine's Furniture Co. These cedar chests
offered :it such a bargain, at $14, are. not,
the ordinary kind of chest sold in every
furniture store. They are specially tine
cabinet work throughout, and well worlh
50 percent, more than is asked fur them.
They are extra large size, completely
appointed and superbly finished. The
pattern which is built with a removable
tray, is sure to be popular.

Good Roads is issued by the League
of American Wheelmen, and advocates in a sprightly and pleasant way
SEE HOW YOU DO
the improvement in our roads from MY«:-""\u25a0""' WIFP CANNOT
IT AND PAY FREIGHT.
UV9
our
2
drawer
walnut or oak Im;^^]!f,
rSl4'proved UiphArm Slngersewinzmacbma
which we should all benefit so much, 'BleV!r^^*
:
VT sSI" finely finished, nickel plated,adapted to litrht
liMj
!
aD<l heavy work; guaranteed for 10 learn; with
I (iV*
whether we happen to ride the bicyob, in ln,l( r» Self Tl end nec Jlln
Nl _Jvl All,umilti
Self-Selting Needle and a complete
dor Shu(lie,
'-cß Attachments;
cle or not.
/jJbjX-.
of Steel
shipped any where oa
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The Popular Science Monthly is to
be read with one fact well understood : its writers do not confine themselves strictly to science, or they have
very elastic and comprehensive ideas
of what science includes, so they frequently diverge into theology. In
this, of course, their words will
naturally not be given the deference
and weight which attach to their utterances in their ownproperand special
field. The May number is very interesting and, with this fact borne in
mind, will be of great value. Professor White draws near the end of
his
Chapters in the Warfare of
Science," in which he has for so long
been finding fault with Christianity,
and especially with t"eCatholicChurch
for, as he maintains, fighting and
obstructing, always, the course of
human inquiry and learning. F.
Bolles records his observations of a
pair of birds and their young in a
nest in his chimney. Partly from
his facts, but more from his style, be
makes his story more interesting than
the most of the bird-talk with which
the magazines are so flooded nowadays. Professor A. R. Wallace discusses the erosion of lake basins in
the ice age; C. H. Henderson, a
schoolteacher of Philadelphia, in an
article on
Cause and Effect in Education," says some very true things
in a forcible way, though he asks
rather too much of most of us
when he requests us to do away entirely with the notion of sin, and
substitute for it and for all its consequences, environment, physical conditions and their results. An article
on peculiar sound effects, by A. A.
Knudson, gives some interesting examples of the very singular way in
which musical sounds are formed in
odd and unsuspected places by the

"

"
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30 Day's Trial. No money required in advance.
75,000 now (n use. World's Fair Medalawardedmachineand attachments. Buy from factory and save dealer's and agent's profits,
and send to-da/fnr machine or larpe free
rnrr Cat ThieOnl
r KCC catalogue, testimonials nnrl Glimnsesof the World's Fair.

TheAmericanEcclesiasticalReview
(Philadelphia) for May departs a lit- "XFORD MFC CO. 342 WaUash Aye. CHICAGO.IU,
tle from its customary bounis and
gives a series of articles on Catholic
IS
newspapers, written by Conde B.
Improved Hall Typewriter.
Only standard machine on the
Pallen, Rev. John Talbot Smith and
market
£3k
Write** all lanjfuages
Price, #30. Great induceMaurice F. Egan. There are also cij'jyP** a,
ments to agents.
Send for
catalogue and terms. Address
articles on Reading," "The Catholic Press and Episcopal Authority," ."? 13838K IN. TYPEWRITER CO.,
j6IlWashingtoiiSt., Bunion, Mass.
and the usual conferences " analecta,"
and bookreviews.

"ECONOMY

"

WEALTH."

'

Catholic

The Means of Grace " is a large
and showily bound volume, translated
PRAYER BOOKS
from the German, con tainingan exposiPEARL ROSARIES
tion of the sacraments and sacramenSILVER ROSARIES
tals of the Church, and an explanaPHOTO MEDALLIONS
tion of the Our Father and Hail Mary,
BOOKS OF DEVOTION
with parables, examples, anecdotes,
GOLD AND SILVER MEDALS
and excerpts from the Bible, the
STATUETTES
Fathers and the lives of the saints.
FRAMED PICTURES
Published by Benziger Bros., New
Etc., Etc.
York, with illustrations.
Drafts for £1 and upwards.
Passage Tickets at low rates.
Delightfully refreshingand up-todate as usual is the May Current Literature. This magazine seems to
18-20 Ettai St.. Botton.
have solved the problem of an eclectic
that will, without being prosy, put
the reader in touch with the spirit
and tone of modern thought and progress while at the same time it is eminently popular as a family magazine.
The strong readings in the May number are The Poacher's Petition from
PER DOZ.
Mrs. Humphrey Ward's new book
Marcella; The Arrest of Dr. Cocheforet from Stanley J. Weyman's Under the Red Robe; The Death in the
Made of a special 2,100
Cave from S. R. Crockett's new novel
The Raiders. The gossip of authors extra heavy linen, four ply.
is fresh, timely and interesting. The
High, Low, and Medium.
departments Vanity Fair, Sociologic
Maison
Questions, Applied Science, The

"

Flynn & Mahony,
Roman Collars.

552.25

World Over, Contemporary Celebrities, The Library Table, The Unusual

Marlier,
Madame
I

and Queer are more than usually j
bright.

173 Tremont Street, Boston.
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The leading teachers of cookery and writers on
Domestic Science use and recommend Cleveland's
Baking Powder, as
Mrs Rorer, the Principal of the Philadelphia
Cooking School,

I

%does better work
Vthan a heaping

J

m

Miss Farmer, the Principal of the Boston Cooking School.
Miss Bedford, the Superintendent of the New York
Cooking School,
Mrs. Ewing, the Principal of the Chautauqua
School of Cookery.

The ousewife.
H
Our lady readers are requested to send to this
department recipts which they know to be good.

THE FAMILY LINEN.
Prevention is always better and
cheaper than cure, and it is easierand
wiser to take care of linen than to be
under the necessity of repairing or
replacing, says a writer in Good
Housekeeping.
Red clothes and
napkins soon lose the brightness of
their color unless carefully handled.
In washing, they should be soaked
for half an hour in cold water, then
passed quickly through suds only
warm, not hot, rinsed in salt water
and at once hung to dry.
One great danger to linen goods is
allowing them to freeze while damp,
as when they are dried out of doors
during winter. Cracking is almost
sure to result, as the flax fibre held in
its icy casing is rendered brittle, and
breaks when bent. While the outside air and light are desirable for
securing whiteness and purity of color,
the articles should be dried indoors
when there is possibility of freezing.
Now that fringed naprry is somewhat fashionable, it may cot be amiss
to give a suggestion regarding the
care of the fringe, which is to many
housewives a vexing problem. Given
a little care in the preliminary handling, all that is necessary to lay the
fringe straight, smooth and neat, is a
corn brush, such as can be bought
anywhere for from five to ten cents.
With tii i-J the threads may be coaxed
into their proper places very rapidly
and certainly, while there will be but
trifling wear involved by the operation.
When there is any reason to suppose that a given article may be getting thin in texture, it should be carefully scrutinized whenever laundered,
and if any spots show signs of giving
way they should be re-enforced by
neat and careful darning. It is remarkable how much this may be practiced, by carefully selecting embroidery cotton or floss to match the
material of the linen, and using a
deft hand with the needle. Sometimes
it is necessary to stitch a bit of foreign
fabric on the back side of the article
to be repaired, to serve as a base for
the mending operations; or to hold
the parts in place, a piece of stiff
paper may be basted on the back side,
over which the work of rebuilding

the fabric with proper material, carrying the anchoring stitches an inch or
more into the firm cloth, may be performed. When the hole is mended
the paper is removed, and if care has
been exercised it will require close
scrutiny to detect the spot.
Sheets which have worn thin in the
centre may, if taken in time, be cut
through the middle, lengthwise, and
the outer edges being brought together
to form a new centre, much additional
wear will be secured. Table linen
which has become too much worn for
further satisfactory service will generally be found to have considerable
sections of firm fabric, which should
not be wasted. This will very likely
furnish still soft and pleasant towels,
and even when quite thoroughly worn
will provide exceptionally pleasing
dish towels and cloths for similar use.
The old maxim is still true, that
where there is a will there is a way,"
and for the housewife who desires to
practice true economy, and to make
every investment yield the best possible return, there is some use to
which every article about her home
may be put, till it has reached the
lowest stage to which it is adapted.
It does not matter that "things are
cheap," and that a new article may
be bought for a comparatively small
sum. If by the use of a little time,
for which there is no other or more
important demand, the small expenditure may be saved altogether, or
materially lessened, then so much has
been put in the purse, to give service
in a time of need that is sure to come
?if not to ourselves, then most
certainly to some whom we can aid,
and upon whom we can confer a bit
of blessing and a ray of sunlight.

''

SEASONABLE SALADS.
Salads are extremely wholesome at
this time of year, and should be in-:
dulged in freely. Tomatoes are
quite plentiful and are very appetizing served whole in crisp lettuce with
mayonnaise dressing. If you wish to
preserve the crispness and flavor of
green vegetables for salads, throw
them in ice water for an hour, then
dry carefully on a soft towel, being
careful not to bruise them, and then
put in a cold place until wanted.
Never mix any salad with the dressing until you are ready to serve.

SOMETHING NEW.

AROUND THE HOUSE.
Bread pudding is made more attractive than usual by baking and
serving in custardcups, ouetoeach person. Butter the cups and stand them
in a pan of hot water while baking. If
you prefer to take the puddings from
the cups before sending them to the
table, invert the cups on bread-and
butter, or small pie-plates. In the
latter case put the fruit you use in
the bottom of the cup. Serve with a
good liquid or hard sauce.

A recent sale of needlework in
Philadelphia was of peculiar interest
because it was all the work of insane
women, who, it is said, have acquired
great skill in the use of the needle,
and in the artistic blending of colors.
There were in all 500 pieces of work
shown, many of them centrepieces,
table-covers, and doylies, the working of which has almost become a
madness among sane women.
A new use was suggested for a

keystone beater at a cooking lecture
the other day, the teacher advising

13
obeys, "I try to let my child see why
I ask certain things of him, but just
as often I firmly and quietly request

him to act because I know best. The
last discipline will be that of life outside his home, and if I did not require
it, I should feel that I was not only
spoiling him but making trouble for
every one with whom he will come in
contact."
Rocqlefort cheese gains its distinction and its flavor by ripening
six months in a cave in the mountains
near the little village of Rocquefort
in southern France. One part of the
process which it undergoes is a pricking full of little holes, into which the
air of the cave penetrates. This air
remains of the same temperature the
year around. Only sheep's milk is
used for making Rocquefort.
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those who had this article of furniture
somewhere up in the top of their pantries to take it down and use it for
mixing cake and stirring graham
bread, instead of kneading the bread
by hand. The beater, while excellent
for mixing and beating sauces, aud
butter and sugar, was thought by the
lecturer not good for whipping cream
and frothing eggs.
Marion.
The large Organ in the old West

CHURCH ORGAN
For Sale

At a Bargain.

WITHOUT ARGUMENT.

Church, cor. of jLynue and
Cambridge Streets,

Miss Agnes Repplier does not appear to believe that children have
altered as greatly within the last Must be sold at once.
decade as have the methods for governing them. They are just as
For further information apply to
naughty and unreasonable, and as
much in need of the occasional spanking. Nor have the conditions of life
altered suiliciently to render them in82 Chardon Street,
dependent of parents as soon as they
are born. If sometimes under the
BOSTON, MASS.
old regime the parent became a
tyrant, under the new there seems a
danger that the notion that the
child mustj always be reasoned
with before he is willing to obey,
will also become one. While no
liA.VIIENCE, MAMH.,
one will deny that it is good occa- IMPARTS MORE PRACTICAL OOWLEDGE
sionally to put herself in a child's in a fire* time, than can be obtained at any other
achool in this country.
place and to see things from the
9IBOULAM SENT UPON APPLICATION TO
child's point of view, if judgmentand
experience and the results of training
are of any value the child should
quite as frequently see things from
the parent's point of view.
Half
the time," said the mother of a boy
who never stops to argue before he
The date on the address label

William Dwyer,

ANNON'S
OLLECE,

Notice to Subscribers.

Aluminum cooking utensils are now
in the market and are so light of
"
weight and easily kept bright and
shining that they will, no doubt, soon
be quite generally used by the pro?
Mrs. JXary A. Tupper
gressive housekeeper. Their cost is
about the same as that of the best
quality of granite ware the only X
jßk <R»'tH| / custody of extreme
quality, by the way, that it is profit\u25a0a
able to buy. Aluminum is desirable
jjfc). which kept her a
prisoner in bed unafor saucepans, baking-tins, and perble to walk. Lydia
Wj-fpv
haps frying-pans, but will probably
E. Plnkham's Yegenot altogether take the place of tiie
\u25a0
tableCompound made
heavier utensils required for some ; the change. She advises all sick women
kinds of cooking. The metal, it is | to take this valuable medicine, and be
for their lives, as she is for hers.
claimed, is only corroded when an ex- j thankful
It costs only a dollar at any druggists,
cess of salt is used in cookiujf.
and the result is worth millions.
?

ATf*.

HTTP

of your paper shows the time
up to which you have paid.
When you renew your subscription the date will be
changed to the time to which
you pay.
This will show that your
money has been received.
LOOK at the address
label on your paper.
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MARY'S MONTH.
BY FATHER D. GALLERY.

'Tls Mary's month! 'tis

Mary's month!
The fields are clad in green.
Bright flowers spring up o'er all the land
To welcome Mary Queen.
The birds are singing in the the groves
Their carols blithe and gay
All nature now with one accord
Salutes the Queen of May.

also discovered last August the fifth
satellite of Jupiter. This feat made
him famous among astronomers.
One of his discoveries was made
accidentally. He was photographing
a region in the Milky Way. He

noticed a suspicious streak in his
The next night the telescope
revealed a comet.
His early training in photography
was not wasted. He devised a new
'Tis Mary's month! 'tis Mary's month!
method of photographing the nebulae
The day is coming fast
in the Milky Way by cloaking or veilWhen we, if faithful, all shall see
ing the bright stars, and thereby
Our Mother's face at last.
In heaven above, where all is love,
bringing out the intervening patches.
Sweet Lord, we humbly pray,
His work in stellar photography has
That we may meet at Mary's feet
been essentially original.
To praise Thy JS'ame for aye.
His career, like that of Faraday,
shows what a poor, uneducated boy
A SELF-MADE ASTRONOMER.
can make of himself. There were
fortuitous chances in his life, such as
Prof. E. E. Barnard, of the Lick his early employment and the reading
Observatory, in California, is essenti- of Dick's book; but inherent force
ally a self-made astronomer. In boy- of character enabled him to gain
hood he had barely more than a world-wide distinction as a scientific
month's schooling. His mother at- investigator.
tempted to supply the defects of his
education. She taught him Greek,
AG
HONVERDGIBSL UARDIAN.
and did much to develop in him a
passion for study.
The following has a special interHe had to earn his living, and be- est, having occured to the saintly
gan as a photographer's assistant in priest Overberg, who was for a long
Nashville. The wages were small, time the director of the seminary in
but he was thrifty. He was also Munster (Westphalia), and who died
generous, and not infrequently had in 1826.
money to lend to friends in need. A
Two nuns who (at the time of the
companion, after imposing on his secularization of convents and mongoodnature several times, begged asteries by the Prussian Government)
hard for a few dollars.
were obliged to leave their peaceful
I will leave you this parcel as cloister desired to go to Munster.
security," he said apologetically.
Their parish priest recommendedthem
I don't want security," replied to Overberg, who received them with
Take the money, the most paternal kindness, and himyoung Barnard.
and repay it when you can."
self accompanied them for the first
The borrower forgot to take away day of their return journey.
the parcel. Barnard unwrapped it.
They hired a carriage (for in those
It was a book, one of Dick's astron- days railways were unknown, and even
omical works. He sat up all night theroads and highwayswere often very
poring over its pages. It was a revela- bad), and leftMunster in good spirits,
tion of celestial scenery and systems having secured the servicesof a steady
of worlds that fascinated his imagin- coachman; but soon they had to pass
ation.
through one of those vast wild comFrom that night he began to read mons or bushes," as they are called
everything hecould find on astronomy. in that province, which still exist,
He bought a spy-glass with an inch although they are neither so wild nor
aperture, and spent hours on his roof so extensive as in former times. Overstar gazing. He obtained at second- berg, as well as the coachman, knew
hand the tube of a larger spy-glass. the way well; nevertheless, evening
He fitted an eye-piece to one end, and came on, and darkness fell ere they
sent to Philadelphia for an object- had reached their destination; then
glass. He kept at work in the photog- they perceived that they had lost their
rapher's shop, but his heart was way. The poor coachman was in
among the stars.
great consternation, but Overberg,
he
a
liveprocured
cheeriDg
him, told him to drive on
Subsequently
With
this
he
discovered
glass.
inch
in the name of the Lord. On and on
from his house-top two comets in they went, but midnight came and
advance of all the professional astron- they were still in the midst of the
omers.
wild waste. Suddenly in the disThere was commotion in Vanderbilt tance they perceived the feeble glimUniversity when it was known that mer of a light, and in a few more
an amateur in a photographer's gallery minutes the coach drove up to what
had seen in the heavens what the pro- appeared to be a peasant's small cotfessors could not find with superior tage. They alighted, and after much
appliances. They invited Barnard knocking succeeded in rousing an old
to make use of their six-inch tele- woman, who refused to admit them.
He rewarded them by dis- Overberg was, however, determined
Bcope.
to rest here and so at last persuaded
covering six comets in four years.
The Lick Observatory in California the woman to give them entrance and
then enlisted his services. With the let them have some sour milk and
thirty-six-inch refracting telescope, bread, which was all she had iv the
the largest in the world, he discovered house. There were three looms in
eight comets, making a phenomenal the cottage: one of these served for
record of sixteen for ten years. He the two nuns to rest in. The coach-.
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TWO COLD MEDALS.

WEIR STOVE CO., Taunton, Mass.

man, after he had put up his horses, tended stopping at a little inn, but I
remained in the kitchen ; and lead- saw through the window that it was
ing out of the kitchen was a small full of rough-looking fellows. One
apartment, which served for the good of them was sharpening a long blade,

When they had finished their and I heard him say, laughing, to
his companions, ' This will soon make
an end of the priest.' I started back
with horror, and considered whether I
should do anything to hinder so exwhilst he was saying these he heard a ecrable a crime; but fear seized me,
fluttering noise and a rustling of gar- and I remounted my horse, and giving
ments in the room, and looking up, him the spur, came here at full speed.
he saw beside him a strikingly beauti- God only knows what frightful crime
ful youth, who said to him
may meanwhile have been committed,
Reverend Father, you must leave and I am overwhelmed t with sorrow
this house," and immediatelyvanished. and remorse for not having done anyOverberg, amazed, rubbed his eyes, thing to hinder it, or to save the life,
looked again, and asked himself of an innocent man."
Then Overberg took his hand, and
whether he was dreaming. He went
into the kitchen, the only entrance said smiling, whilst he raised his
to his room, and there found only the eyes in thankfulness, to heaven :
"This burden, my good friend, I
coachman sitting before the fire
can remove from your heart; I am
smoking his pipe.
Has any one entered the room? " the priest whom those murderers intended to kill, but our most merciful
said Overberg.
has saved me by his holy anGod
No one," answered the coachman.
gel."
Are you quite sure?
did not a
Then he recounted what had hapwell-dressed young man come in ? "
pened at the house in the wood, and
No reverend Father, certainly together they joined in joyful thanksnot; I have not been to sleep ; you see giving to God and his holy angels.
I am smoking; no one, I am certain,
has been in the room."
and
Overberg became very thoughtful;
Scapulars,
he returned to his own room, and
pair.
from
kneeling down, recommended (himself
Guardian,
when at
again to his Angel
Scapulars,
the same moment the youth reappair.
from
peared, and with a more earnest lone
than before said :
Reverend Father, it is of the
18 Boylston Street, Room 15.
greatest importance for you to leave
Boston.
this house at once." Then he disapW Take Elevator.
peared.
Overberg delayed no longer; going
to the coachman, he directed him to
put the horses to as quietly as possible ; ten minutes later the carriage
drove away. They recommended
themselves to God and the holy angels, and took the first road which
presented itself, uncertain whether
it was right. At daybreak they arSteerage, $14.00 and $15.00.
rived at an inn, standing just on the
Second Cabin, $30.00 to $40.00.
First Cabin, $45.00 to $100.00.
outskirts of a small town; they
tow Kate..
Drafts
at
alighted,and havingbreakfasted, made
General Agency (or mil Linn.
up for the lost night's rest. Half an
Swiftest and Best Steamers.
hour after their arrival a gentleman Orders by Hall er Express premptly attended te.
Chas. Y. Dasey,
on horseback rode up at full gallop;
he dismounted and entered, but 7 Broad Bt., 4 doors from State.
Beaten. Mete
seemed in much anxiety and distress.
it,
Perceiving
Overberg spoke kindly
W. B. HASTINCS & CO.,
to him, when the gentleman, seeing
INSURANCE.
he was a priest said:
Cambridge.
Cambridge
I have a great weight on my
Exchange Building-.
heart and conscience. Last night I
passed through the wood, and in- 68 State St., lata 111. Boston, Mats.

priest.

frugal supper Overberg sat down in a
corner of his little room to say his
office, after which he recited his usual
devotions to his Angel Guardian;
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conversation he, however, incautiously

observed: "When I want a good
coat, I go to London. They make
them there." Before leaving the shop
he inquired, "By the way, do you
attend my church ? "
No," replied the tailor. "When
To what do you attribute your I want to hear a good sermon, I go
longevity ?" asked the investigator up to London. They preach them
of a hundred year old man.
"To the fact that I never died,"
There are explanations that don't
was the conclusive reply.
explain, as many people have discovJack.? Do you believe in the ered. A gentleman, talking with a
young lady, admitted that he had
transmigration of souls.
failed
to keep abreast of the scientific
Joe.? What's that?
of the age. For instance,"
progress
Why, for instance, that that cow
I don't understandhow the
he,
said
had a prior existence in another form
incandescent
light, now so extensively
perhaps been a being like myself."
Oh, no doubt the cow's been a used, is produced."
Oh, it is very simple," said the
calf."
,
lady, with the air of one who knows
A young Lake Benton carpenter, it all.
You just turn a button over
recently married, described the dear the lamp and the lights appear at
girl's dress as follows : "It has plain once!
sides, with base around the bottom,
A DOUBLE MEANING.
crown moulding above, dormerwindow
sleeves running into the gable, with a
A good story is told of a famous
scroll work of velvet around the
English engineer. An attorney went
neck."
to him when he first began his career
Master (examining class in geog- to ask him an opinion as a civil engiraphy).? What is the name of this neer. After the opinion was given he
town?
inquired as to the fee, and was told it
Pupil.? Birmingham.
was twenty-rive guineas, which he acMaster.? What is it noted for?
cordingly paid. Some years later,
Pupil.? Firearms.
when the civil engineer had acquired
Master.? What are the firearms? a reputation and been made a fellow
Pupil.? Poker, shovel and tongs. of the
Royal Society, the same attorney went up to him for an opinion,
Merchant.? Did you deliver my and when he had received it said : I
message to Mr. Smith?
remember the last time I was here 1
Boy.? No, sir. He was out and asked your fee, you said it was
the office locked.
twenty-five guineas, and so I have
Merchant.? Well, why didn't you brought a check for that amount."
wait for him as I told you ?
The engineer looked at him and
Boy.? There was a sign on the
asked him if he knew what F. R. S.
door saying Return at once," so I meant.
came right back.
The answer was: "Why, cerIt means Fellow of the Royal
tainly.
"Now, tell me," said the aunt to
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I am a self-made man,
sir. I began life as a barefooted boy.
Jenks.? Indeed! Well, I wasn't
born with shoes on, either.
Bragg.
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Columbia,
Price, $150,

This beautiful machine marks the
extreme limit to which regular bi- )
cycle construction has thus far
gone, in lightness combined with (
strength and durability. It is a J
semi-racer, built for track work, j
and for road racing under reason- (
able conditions, but it will afford
the highest satisfaction as a regular mount for light and careful
riders who are willing to do without brake and coasters. Weight
(
with wood rims, 2i}4 pounds.
POPE MFC CO.,
Boston, New York, Chicago, Hartford.
j

J
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Call on any of
1Columbia

I

Greene's Nervura blood and nerve remedy,
has now introduced another blessing for
the sick and suffering. He is the most
successful specialist in curing all nervous
and chronic diseases, and he offers to
every one, far and near, the opportunity
of consulting him, freeof charge, through
his system of letter correspondence.
Write him about your complaint and
send for his symptom blank, and he will
return you an exact explanation of your
case with advice, free of charge, and tell
you how you can be cured. He gives
most careful and explicit attention to all
letters, and his answer always gives the
sufferer a perfect understanding of the
disease. If you wish to avail yourself of
this great physician's skill, write him at
once about your disease, and you will
undoubtedly be cured.
?

Good Cooking

SOLID OAK SIDEBOARD
Only $ 18.00.
FOB

We have placed on our floors the best
variety that we have ever shown. We
have done our utmost to make this
department of our business especially
attractive, and we can already see that
it is being appreciated.

SIDEBOARDS.
In Solid Oak, very artistic designs,
beautifully polished, and are as smooth
as a piano case, with clear French
plate bevel mirrors
§25.0 Dto $85.00

...

is one of the chief blessings of evenhome. To always insure good custards, Others with German bevel plate mirrors
puddings, sauces, etc., use Gail Borden
$16.00 to $25.00
Eagle Brand Condensed Milk. Directions
on the label. Take no substitute for the
Eagle Brand.

DINING TABLES,
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In Solid Oak, of many styles, strong
is
and durable, warranted first class,
rich, heavy legs, from
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CATHOLIC BOOKS
RELIGIOUS GOODS.

Law

Will

Stack.

THOMAS B. NOONAN & CO.,

The parson was complimenting the
tailor ou some mending which he hid
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our agents and get a
cataloguefree, or send us two
two-rent stamps and we will mail it.

IfIUnUKI
five thousand.]
little Annie, who had b3fn taken to Society."
CORSET
SALE.
"Yes,"
said
the
"and
engineer,
Ihe celebrated "Henrietta," usually
the concert for the first time in her
75c, at 49c.
it means also, 'Fees Raised Since.'"
life, what did they do? "
WM. H. BRINE, 1 Tremont St.
"Oh! there was a lady screaming
Bu 8 our 9 N tural finish Baby Cu-rlaxt
pd
"aO
w &i-i-£\y*>> 7R
iw complete with *plated steel wheels, ule,
because she had forgotten to put ou
J? VSiVen »P riDKa."? * Piece Steam bent bandit;. Made of bestmat*
COMPLIMENT INTENDED.
rial.fipelytinUtaed.reliable.and guaranteedfor 3
Shipped
on 10 days'trial. FREIGHT PAID;
moneyinquiredfa
her sleeves, and a waiter played on
d nce 76.000 in use. We are the oldeat and beet known
<
*conwrn
'* ofour kind,
reliable and responsible. Reference
time. Make and sell nothingbut what
the piano all the time!" was the
An American is reproached for t''S "'7~
I'li'trnntce lobe represented, sold at the lowest factory
WRITE TO-DAY for our laraje FREE illustrated
catalogue oflatest design! and styles published.
child's reply.
saying, "How do you do, miss?"
OXFORD MFC CO., 340 Wabash Aye., Chicago, 111.
to oue of the daughters of the Prince
Lawyer.? You say you made an
of Wales?but why not? since Mr.
examination of the premises. What
Gladstone always addresses her
did you find?
majesty as "mum." Of another
Witness.? Oh, nothing of conseAmerican an odd story is told of his
quence, only a beggarly account of
meeting with a deposed Italian princeempty boxes, as Shakespeare says.
ling.
Lawyer.?Never mind whatShakeA United States minister had, with
Silicttd
and
speare says. He will be summoned,
due form, presented this American to
knows
and can testifyfor himself if he
Low Prices.
his serene highness, the Duke of Boanything about the case.
logna.
"Ah, glad to meet you sir," said
Maude.? And pa, what did Prothe
American: "I don't remember
Publishers, Booksellers, and Dealers
fessor Crotchet say of my piano playever
heard
In Church Goods.
that
I
of
but
you
before,
ing?
had
greatest
I've
the
long
admiration
17,
19,
and SI Boylrton Street,
Pa.? He was quite extravagant in
make
sausages
you
for
the
in
your
Boston, Mass.
your praise. He said you possessed
in
an origuality
execution that was
Shoes that PLEASE!
truly remarkable. He said he had
A
Indeed.
Blessing
heard some of your pieces performed
Shoes that FIT!
What would this poor, weak humanity
by some of the greatest masters, and do
were it not for those strong, noble, Shoes that WEAR!
not one of them played them as you restless spirits who are ever searching the
did.
caverni of knowledge for the good of

mankind? Dr. Greene, of 'H Temple Place,
Boston, Mass., who a few years ago gave
to the world that priceless boon, Dr.

furniture.

CROWLEY'S,

SS GAMBRID9E STREET,

BOSTON. MASS.

$5.50 to 550.00
We would call attention particularly
to our 8-ft. Solid Oak Table for
$6-5 D. It is a great bargain.

DINING

CHAIRS,

Over 100 different styles. We are positive that we have the best variety that
can be found in the city. Prices from

75c. to $4.05
Ask to see our $1.00 a ul $1.25
Solid Oak Chairs.

'

We keep everything that is required
furnish a house throughout at the
lowest jrrices.
to

Terms Cash, or Liberal Credit if Desired.

A. McArthur & Co.,
16 to 26 GORNHILL

2 Doors from Washington Street.

Cbu. Stratton & sod,
DKALKRS IN

Boots, Shoos, and Rubbers,
77 Leverett St., Boston.
KV~ Lowest

prices for solid goods.
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Nenwds otes.

St. John's Church, Croton Falls,

N. V., which was burned April 17,
ARE YOU GOING OUT OF TOWN? was the oldest in that part of the
country, having been erected in 1849.
If you are going away for the sum- The chuich records and the vestments
mer, and wish your prper changed, and furniture were destroyed.
be sure to send the old address as
Work on the tomb of Pius IX.
well as the new.
on well. We described this
goes
When you write about it give the
tomb
and
its chapel some time ago,
name that is on the paper, and not
from
a
private
letter, received from
the name of any other member of the
Rome.
The
mosaic
workers are now
family.
in
of saints.
putting
full-lengthfigures
This is important.
It is to be finished as a part of the
A statue of Cardinal Lavigerie is celebrationof the one-hundredth annito be erected in Bayonne, this native versary of the good Pope's birth.

iotlay lhe grealest
"iTI bargainWe in Cedar Chests
ever cffered
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in this country.
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An extra i ar g6i finely made chest,
superbly finished and appointed.
Strongest aromatic cedar, specially
selected; absolutely moth proof; 50
inches long, 29 inches high, 27 inches
wide; panelled sides and top; extra
stout casters, handles, locks and
double catches.

Remember, that these are not made like the ordinary Cedar Chest; they are
specially tine cabinet work throughout, and worth an advanced price. We carry
two other patterns at $12 and $10, but recommend the best.
city.
A few of these chests are built with a_ large, solid cedar trpy, removable, as in a
s
On Whit Monday a solemn novena Saratoga trunk, for $2 extra.
society
A
of alumni of Georgewill begin at Argenteuil, a suburb of
town University lias been founded in
in honor of the sacred tunic of
Paris,
Philadelphia.
a
our Lord. The Bishop ordered a
ISrS.Sas)

Father Daniel dc Bassano, 0. scientific investigation last year into
S. F., who was the Holy Father's the genuineness of this relic, and the
confessor, died recently in Rome, of result makes it plain that there are
stroDg reasons for believing that it is
pneumonia.
s
really the tunic of our Saviour. The
The statue of St. Charles Bor- difference between this and the holy
romeo, just placed over the main coat of Treves is that the holy coat
entrance of the new convent of St. was our Lord's outer garment, and
Charles Borromeo, in Philadelphia, this tunic was worn under it.
is of bronze, t»ix feet high, and was
\u25a0
\u2666
made in Paris.
The number of the Spanish pilTo-MOKiiow, Monday and Tuesday, grims to Rome proved to be so great
May 6, 7 and 8, there will be a tri- that the Holy Father and his houseduum, or solemn three-days' devoiion hold were seriously troubledas to how
to Joan c f Arc in Orleans, the city they should take care of them. A
after which she is called " the Maid part of the Vatican palace itself and
the hospital of St. Martha were given
of Orleans."
c
up to them, and other rooms hired for
At Ottawa, Canada, some one set their accommodation. The pilgrims
fire to an oiphan asylum, and the Sis- numbered about 16,000, and of these,
ters had hard work to get the 30G 12,000 were woikingmen. They were
children out in safely. One of the from all parts of Spain, and theie
Sisters was badly injured by jumping were twenty-two bishops and archfrom a window.
bishops with them.
?
?'\u25a0

One of the associates of Ozanam
in founding the first secieties of St.
Vincent dc Paul in Fiance was a
young man named Hvvernat. This
gentleman has just died at the age of
seventy-six, at his home in Lyons,
France. He was the father of Rev.
Dr. II jvernal, professor of oriental
languages in the Catholic University
at Washington. Mr. Hyvemat, in
later life, joined with Count dc Mun
in forming circles of Catholic workmen in France. He was for years
director of an influential Catholic
journalin Lyons.

.

The massive stone church of St.
John the Baptist on Willoughby

avenue, Brooklyn, will be dedicated
on Trinity Sunday, May 20, by
Bishop McDonnell. Cardinal Gibbons
will celebrate the Mass and Archbishop Ryan of Philadelphia will
preach.

?-??
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.

Mr. Martin J. Rochi, has been
commissioned quartermaster of the
First Regiment, Hibernian R.tiee, of
Massachusetts. Mr. Roche is well
known to the readers of the Review
as the writer of Our Irish Letter."

"

\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0
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PAINE'S FURNITURE CO.,
BT,
48 CANAL

BOSTON.

PENTECOST COLLECTION FOR THE
SEMINARY.
The following letter from the Most
Rev. Archbishop has been sent to all
the pastors of the diocese.'

proof of thtir faith and their gratitude for
their faith can they show than to devote a
portion of thtir wealth to the education of
God's levites ?
The precious feature c f this work of the
Seminary if, that, whilst it provides foi the
present, it a'so provides for the future.
Every student who leaves this house of
prayer and study for the ministry becomes
a new centre for the good work to be carried
on forever. He will help to educate another
and lead others to follow his c xarr pie, and
thus we shall have a perpetual share in the
woik we have commenced.
During the present year we tave had 121
students in the seminary, 20 priests have
been ordained fcr our diocese, and we are
still in want of more.
A legacy of $1,000 has been received from
Mrs. Mary Cummings, $300 fiom Bridget
McDonougb, $200 from Margaret Cunningham, and also a full burse for the perpetual
support of a stuoent from one of our priests.
Besides the daily prayers in the Seminary
for deceased and living benefactors, there is
a monthly Mass celebrated for their benefit.
We earnestly recommend this collection to
your zeal and ask you to recoamend it
warmiy to your people.
Yours very sincerely,

Boston, April 21, 1894.
Rtv. Dear Sir:
The collection in all the churches of the
diocese on Pentecost Sunday will be as usual
for the maintenance of the Seminary, for
the payment of the debt incurred in the
erection of the buildings, and to aid those
who are studying for the holy ministry.
The ecclesiastical students of the diocese
are separatedfrom the rest of the world to prepare themselves for their special work in the
Church. They are selected from a laige
number and are called by God to serve in
the sanctuary; and their preparation for
this service is a long one. Many of them
are unable to bear the expenses of their education and training but they must not be
shut out from their high calling by the want
of means which we can supply. We have
no reserved funds for the support of these
students and must rely on the generosity of
ijl Jno. J. Williams,
the faithful in the annual collection ; but as
Archbishop of Boston.
long as the faith of our people makes
them understand the importance of the work ACADEMY OF THE ASSUMPTION, Wellesley
Hills, Mass. This Academy, situated in the
of the priesthood and its dignity, se long
suburbs of Boston, is only a few miles from the
will they be willing to contiibute generously
city. It is on the line of the Boston and Albany
for the support of the Seminary.
Railroad. The location is one of the most healthful
and picturesque in New England. The grounds
As for those whom God has blessed with
are extensive, affording ample advantage for
abundant means what better use can they
out-door exercise. The curriculum of studies is
make of them than to have a share in this
thorough and comprehensive, embracing all the
branches necessary for a refined education. For
grand work of the Church and when they are
particulars as to terms for boarders or day pupils
preparing to leave this world, what better
apply to Sister Superior.
?
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During the week 12 children?7
Last Sunday, April 29, at Rock
dediboys and 5 girls?were received into
Creek, Md., Cardinal Gibbons
to
Most
Rev.
the Home for Destitute Catholic
chapel
cated a memorial

apostolic Children; 8 boys and 5 girls were
Carroll, prefect
1784, placeel in families, 5 boys and 7 girls
in
this
country
to
of
Baltimore.
were restored to their relatives. Rebishop
and afterwards
Cathin the Home, April 20, 204
maining
of
the
president
Keane,
Bishop
John

University at Wasbirgton, children 110 boys and 94 girls.
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SENSIBLE XWAS PRESENTS.
Quadruple Silver Plated Butter Dishes, $1.00 to $5.00.
Pickle Dishes, 98c upwards. Cake Baskets, Berry Dishes,
Tea Sets, Tea, Dessert and Table Spoons and Forks.
New Stock arriving dai'y.
Diamonds, Watches, Clocks and Jewelry.
Popular Prices.

ERWIN R. CRAVES,
The South Side Jeweler,

183 MOODY STREET, WALTHAM.

